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Two Dead, Nine 161.;urea in
Five Automobile Accidents

I'm not so sure I know all I'm supposed
to know about the Kentucky Human Rights
Commission. And I know cotton-picking well
I don't know a heck of a lot about this organization called VISTA (Volunteers In Service To America).
The Human Rights Commission was in
Hickman last week to "defend" a sixteen
year-old student who was being reprimanded by teachers and school officials for not
complying with some of the rules set forth
for all students in our county school system.

The continuing tragedy of violent death on
the highways in and around the Fulton area
showed no signs of letup this week. In five separate accidents, two were killed and nine were admitted to area hospitals.

Mr. Featherston was admitted to Volunteer General Hospital in Martin with a possible
concussion and other injuries.

Six persons were injured in a
bloody four-car accident on a
Allen Lynn Kimbell, 19-year- South Fulton at the highway's bridge on State 22 four miles
old son of Mr. and Mrs. William intersection with the Wolf west of Union City about 1:25
Moss Kimbell of Fulton, was Creek Road.
a. in. Sunday.
fatally injured sometime SatState Troper P. 'I'. English
Troper English said the car.
urday night in a one-car acci- identified the driver of the auto. and their drivers included: A
dent near Water Valley, Ky.
a 1968 Chevrolet. as Nan V. 1966 Buick, driven by Jody
State Detective Milford Jobe Moore, 53, of Route 5, Trenton, Tarkington. 33, of Union City.
It was a tedious, time-consuming, debilitof Water Valley said young who died of multiple injuries. a 1961 Oldsmobile. driven by
ating harangue that kept a lot of busy people
Kimbell's car was discovered
The officer said Mrs. Moore Gary Braswell. 23, of Rives:
involved in a matter that was so purely an
about 10 p. m. The youth ap- was traveling north on the a 1969 Pontiac. driven by Stephadministrative school matter that even the
parently missed a curve and highway and collided with a en Miller. 23, of Route 2, Union
attorney for the Human Rights Commission
Ens. Gregory L. Williamson received his certi ficate of commission from his brother, Captain his car ran off the road and 1967 GMC tractor-trailer, south- City, and a 1968 Chevrolet,
flipped over on its side, pinning bound and driven by Howard driven by William T. Liggett.
asked that the whole matter be dropped and
Gary E. Williamson, USAF, on September 11, after completion of a vigorous course of instructhe driver underneath.
M. Featherston, 25. of Route 1, 19. of Greenfield.
tion at the Naval Aviation Schools Command at HAS Pensacola, Florida, while his mother,
the school board's action, and the teachers'
Young Kimbell died of inter- Greenfield.
Trooper English said all four
evidence, allowed to stand.
Mrs. E. E. Williamson, looks on. Also attending the ceremony were Mrs. Gary Williamson and nal injuries.
The collision apparently oc- of the cars were moving east.
He was a freshman at Mur- curred in the truck's lane of toward Union City, when the
Janet Williamson, sister-in-law and sister of Grog.
Through it all, I couldn't help but wonray State University and a 1970 traffic, Trooper English said. lead car, driven by Mr. Tarkder whatever happened to those good old
graduate of Fulton High School Both the tractor and the tank- ington, struck the concrete
days when teachers were hired to teach,
where he was captain of the er-trailer loaded with milk, bridge rail. The Braswell Oldsfootball
team.
when students went to school to learn, and
owned by the Whitlow Sims mobile was following and slamTrucking Company of Sedalia, med into the wreckage of the
that with it all there just had to be rules and
A Trenton woman was killed Ky., overturned on the high- Buick. Mr. Tarkington and a
regulations to govern the whole process.
and eight other persons injur- way and were damaged beyond passenger. Willma Stephens,
ed about 11 a. m. Sunday when Practical repair. The auto 50. of Union City, were thrown
But not so today. Now we have the Huan automobile and truck collid- plunged into a ditch on the from the car.
man Rights Commission, who come in with
ed almost headon on U. S. 45- west side and also was destroyThe third auto, the Miller
their prissy little brief cases, bulging with
Pontiac. managed to miss both
The Fulton County Board of Education up- In an effort to follow South- E, about four miles south of ed.
law-books, etc., trying to picture our school
the Tarkington and Braswell
Association Guidelines and
held the action of High School Principal Jeff Les- ern
people as ghouls and tyrants and law-breakcars but Mr. Miller lost conto improve the quality of our
suspending
ter
Harold
in
Ware,
a
old
16-year
trol
stuand his vehicle flipped
school
and it's curriculum,
ers and hell-bent on discriminating against
over on the north side of the
dent who allegedly failed to comply with discipli- Fulton City High School is now
students.
highway and then plunged into
preparing for a complete renary rules set forth for all students in the high evaluation
a ditch.
by the Southern Asschool.
The Liggett youth also mansociation.
If I had just one nickel for every instance
The evaluation or self-study
A special retail sale promotion by merchants aged to miss the wrecked autos
I can recall where students were suspended,
In the five and one-half hour of Ware's infractions of the consists of a
but
'Proper English said he ran
complete analy- of Fulton and South Fulton. "Moonlight
Mad- over Mr. Tarkington
hearing which took place be- rules prompted the
or expelled, for justifiable cause without
who lay
board to sis of each department, faciliafThursday
fore the board on
ties, audio and visual materials ness," will be staged this (Thursday) evening, on the highway.
some do-gooding young lawyers trying to
suspend Ware.
ternoon Ware was represented
Both Mr. Tarkington and
make a Federal case out of it, I'd be a multiSchool Board Attorney John and the means and methods the between the hours of 7: and 10: p. m.
by Thomas Hogan, an attorney
Mrs. Stephens were admitted
faculty members use to teach
Besides many special bargains afforded to
millionaire many times over.
for the Kentucky Human C. Bondurant made a dynamic each class. It consists
Obion County
Hosof a shoppers, it
Rights Commission, Greg summation of the case, em- complete
also promises to be an evening of fun. pital with seriousGeneral
I met the parents of the young fellow ininjuries. Alanalysis of each staff
Clendenin, the West Kentucky phasizing the grave necessity
Many
so
of
the
admitted
sales
clerks
will be dressed in nightwere Mr. Miller
member, qualification, teaching
volved in the school board case last Thursrepresentative for the Commis- for disciplinary guidelines for
tecan%que and subject matter gowns and night wear, and shoppers are invited and one of his passengers. M's.
day. They were the nicest, most gentle, hardsion was also in attendance at all students, and the even
Nancy
Vaughn,
20, of Union
preparation.
The
evaluation
to participate as they see fit.
the hearing, but served only in greater responsibility for all
workingest folks you ever met. They are the
City. Another passenger. Jimalso consists of a thorough exan advisory position to the de- students to comply with them.
More
information is available in the ads in my Boles of 620 North Second.
amination of existing building
parents of eleven children.
Ware was charged with
fense counsel.
suffered apparently minor infacilities, classroom facilities, the second section of this issue.
Having come from a family of 12 chilusing vulgarity and obscenity
juries and was released from
In spite of Hogan's efforts to
athletic program, extra curto girls in third period class;
dren, I know for sure that the parents of the
the
hospital after treatment.
prove that the disciplinary acricular activities and all other
PARTY TONIGHT
with continued general harrassMr. Braswell suffered an arm
tion against Ware was motiFulton County student and my own parents
aspects of the total school proment of teachers and students;
vated by racial discrimination
Tonight (Thursday) the Busi- laceration and also received
were kindred souls when it came to keeping
with cutting assigned classes gram.
(Ware is a Black student), eviness and Professional Women's treatment at the hospital beThe Southern Association of
and study hall and with disrupup with all of us, and whether we took some
Club will have a costume party fore being released.
dence presented by teachers, tion of classes and threatening Secondary Schools and Colleges
of the antics we performed at home to our
is a regional organization re.
at the home of Mrs. Ramelle
counselors and administrators another student.
An Obion County man esquiring extremely high standPigue at seven o'clock. Memrespective classrooms.
bers are urged to attend, dress- caped apparent injury about
ards by schools that compose
I don't mind telling you that we did, as
ed in a hat, dress and purse 1 a. m. Saturday when his 1971
it's membership. Each school
A "Ford for Governor" fund- previously purchased
did our classmates, and we were punished
must undergo a complete reor some Ford ran out of control on the
supper
raising
held
will
Fribe
other costume. Guests are also Union City-Hickman hiehway.
evaluation at least every ten
for it, as we should have been, both at home
November
day.
Ameri6,
at
the
about a half-mile west of Union
invited.
years to remain a member as
and at school. There were reprimands, and
City, and knocked down a utiliwell as complete a very can Legion Building in Clinton.
starts
suspensions, and warnings as there have
Serving
m,
at
fol6
p.
ty
pole.
FREE COFFEE!!
thorough annual report of the
Troper Rankin said the car
been since the first school bell rang eons ago.
school's activities, purposes, lowed at 7:30 by Lt. Gov. Wendell Ford, a candidate for the
The Business and Profession- was driven by Jerry B.
HorSo what's the big deal about the Human
Jeff Lester, one of the most the Lear-Siegler Corporation in budget, teacher qualifications, Democratic gubernatorial nom- al Women's Club is sponsorton, 20. of Route 3, Union City.
popular and able educators in Union City in the personnel de- and teacher loads.
ination.
Rights Commission? It's just as I told one of
ing a complimentary coffee toThe
officer
quoted
the
driver
Through the re-evaluation, The dinner is being sponsored day, October
West Kentucky, has tendered partment.
22, beginning at as saying he met a car
the representatives of the Commission here
passing
his resignation to Fulton Coun"Believe me, it was one of we attempt to locate our weak- by the Hickman County Ford 9:30 a. m., at the Chamber of
last week, speaking as a private citizen, a
ty School superintendent Har- the hardest decisions I ever nesses. revamp our objectives for Governor Committee. Tick- Commerce for all working men another vehicle and was forced
off
the
highway on the north
old Garrison effective at the had to make," Lester told a and improve our means of pre- ets are $10.00 apiece and 812.00 and women ,this being part of
fairly responsible newspaper publisher and
end of the current semester in Courier reporter. "I have had paring the student for life as an per couple. They can be obtain- the observance of National side to avoid a headon collision.
as a taxpayer, "when we have some real
December. Lester has accepted the offer under advisement for American citizen.
ed from Red Gardner, Hick- Business Women's Weke. Come
A South Fulton driver left
problems, don't call us, we'll call you."
a very attractive offer from
(Continued on Page Six)
(Continued on Page Six)
man County Sheriff,
by for coffee and sweets.
U. S. 45-E. about two miles
south of South Fulton. Monday
afternoon to avoid a collision
The Fulton County School is indeed forand was injured when her car
tunate to have an outstanding young man by
struck a utility pole.
State Troper Bobby Rankin
the name of Charles Terrett, working as an
said Mary A. Cochran. 30, was
"We're catalysts—came here training in Ballard, Caldwell, day training period. Daley joinadvisory specialist in the area of integration
taken to Fulton Hospital with
to help people solve their prob- Hickman, and Fulton Counties. ed VISTA at the end of May,
problems in the system.
facial abrasions and possible
lems," Barbara Sichel, a The others are Peggy Packard, after Peace Corps service in
Terrett gave his advice and consent to
chest injuries.
VISTA (Volunteers in Service Philadelphia; Mary Pfeiler, St. Turkey and graduate school at
The three-car accident octo America) from Queens, New Cloud, Minnesota; Paul Soreff, Fordham University. A VISTA
the decision of Principal Jeff Lester. And
curred
about 1:30 and involved
York, declared,
Boston; Mary Granek, Balti- trainer, he will leave the other
Terrett is eminently qualified to do so, as is
a 1964 Volkswagen, driven by
more; Rieh Brainerd, Atlanta; seven volunteers on their own
In
chemistry,
a
catalyst
is
a
Lester. In effect the Human Rights CommisJimmy Dale Canter. 19. of Desubstance that causes a change. Thomas King, New York; and after Friday, October 23.
troit. Mich.: a 1964 Ford. drivsion impugned the integrity and judgment of
Miss Sichel is one of eight Joe Daley, Atlanta.
"Talking to people and seeen by Harry H. Slayton Jr.. 24.
our educators and specialists by coming in
VISTA "catalysts" who arrivAll except Daley came to ing what programs they want"
of South Fulton. and a 1966
ed October 3 for 20 days' Atlanta September 23 for a 10. has been part of their training,
and conducting a sort of kangaroo court, apBuick, driven by Mrs. CochDaley said. Gus Pearson, a Fulran.
parently to keep their legal pads filled with
ton farmer, has served as an
Trooper Rankin said all three
gobbly-de-gook about civil liberties and all
adviser. Other VISTAs and
cars were traveling south with
that kind of stuff.
workers from their supervisory
Mr. Canter first in line, follow)40
I MI
organization, the Mississippi
ed by the Ford and the Buick.
I.;.o?Mhi CO('OiC.
River Economic Development
The
Volkswagen slowed for a
Without an particular reference to the
Council,
including
director
right turn into a private driveschool board hearing last Thursday, or any
Rufus Adkins Jr., have also led
L LAR
way and Mrs. Cochran started
their training sessions.
to pass both cars. Mr. Slayton
school board problems in the past or future,
The volunteers said the trainalso started to pass the Volkswhat I am saying in essence is that a school
ing acquaints them with the
wagen and Mrs. Cochran was
System has to be abysmally corrupt to nee"HERE
ARE!"
WE
VISTA
volunteers,
from
left,
Daley,
are Joe
four-county area where they
forced to leave the highway to
cesitate the watch-dog tactics of the Human
will work,and with projects Betsy Granek, Mary Pfeifer, and Rich Brainerd. They arrived in avoid the collision.
that were tried and are now un- Fulton October 3 for a 20-day session in getting
Rights Commission every time a teacher or
acquainted with
der way. "Some of them (the
administrator disciplines a student.
RUMMAGE SALE
trainers' comments) are very local VISTA work and with the four counties Where they'll be
Saturday, October 24, the
And corrupt our school systems in Fulbleak, some a little bit rosy," placed.
One and All Club will sponsor
Miss Packard said.
ton County are not. Nor are they infallible.
a rummage sale at the buildAll the volunteers said that ment Council decides to use ground up," Daley added.
Nor do they think themselves super-people,
ing of Lake Street, formerly ocAccording to Brainerd, an- cupied
Kentucky was their first or sec- them. "We don't know the
by Wilson's Gun Shop.
who can cope with all the problems of all the
ond choice of seven locations needs of the people, we still other factor influencing their
times.
out,"
feel
have
that
Daley
to
assignments
will
be
whether
offered by VISTA. All said they
SUCCESS
they want to work for an imhave had some previous ex- said.
"HOW FAR IS IT TO MAMMOTH CAVR?" Berb•ra
Over $50000 has been collectperience in community service, "One of the problems with mediate goal, such as a coBut certainly nobody knows better than
Paul Sofreff (foreground), and Peggy Packard examine • map ranging
ed
as a result of the ice-cream
from tutoring school- programs like this in the past operative, or far a long-range
the teacher on the scene and in the classroom
goal, such as keeping a young- supper and sock hop at Central
of Kentucky as they plan to see more of Kentucky, where they children to working in healthhas been, people come in and ster in school
School
in Clinton. It was sponthrough tutoring.
the problems of daily confrontation with
will be working as VISTA volunteers. Gus Pearson, a VISTA care centers.
say 'this is what you need' inPearson pointed out that "the sored by the PTA. and the
Where
they
will
work
depends stead of listening to the peoadviser from Fulton, is peering over Gus' shoulder.
members have hailed the event
(Conibmed On Page Six)
on how the Economic Develop- ple and working from the
(Conffnued en Page Slx)
a great success.

High
School Board Upholds Fulton
Undergoing
Lester In Ware Case Evaluation

"Moonlight Madness" Sale
Offers Bargains, Fun Tonight

Jeff Lester Leaving
County School Post

Dinner For
Ford Funds
Ai Clinton

New Group Of VISTAs Plan Strategy In War On Poverty
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Time was in America when
abounded everynewspapers
where. They were not, for the
most part, mass circulation newspapers; they did not need mass
.2ircu1ation to survive. They
were, perhaps, more ideological
than commercial, reflecting an almost endless variety of political
and social points of view.
Conceived by men who had
something they wanted to say,
they were born easily and died
casily. It didn't take much capital
in the early days of the Republic
to become a publisher; a simple
flat-bed printing press and an
ability to set type were about all
that was required. Indeed, the
economic context in which the
free press clause of the First Amendment was framed presumed
a diversity of editorial opinions,
challenging and counteracting
each other.
NEWSPAPER PUBLISHING
in any major city is now a big
business enterprise, and competition has become the exception
rather than the rule. The established press tends, therefore, to
reflect, in greater or lesser degree,
an establishment view of contemporary life. And that view is
doubtless easily and less effectively challenged than it ought to be.
Challenges of a sort have been
coming of late, however, from the
so-called "underground" press.
The term is applied to newspapers
produced somewhat irregularly,
usually on a rather inadequate financial foundation, odd in format,

irreverent in outlook, self-consciously shocking in style and opposed to almost everything established.
Faithful readers of The Washington Post (praised be their
name) may not find the Washington Free Press or the Quicksilver
Times or any of the many underground papers currently circulated among GIs . . . entirely to their
liking.
THESE PUBLICATIONS tend
to tell more than the average reader wants to know about how to
make a Molotov cocktail or how to
blow up a bank or how to find a
partner for one's pad. And they
occasionally deviate, in some
slight measure, it must be said,
from established standards of
good taste.
Nevertheless, the underground papers fulfill an important
function—and a function which
the First Amendment was contrived to protect. They assail
orthodoxy, puncture pomposity,
rail at those in power.
The risks inherent in having
this function discharged captiously, unfairly, extravagantly and
tastelessly — from an orthodox
point of view—are far less than
the risks inherent in letting such
criticism be silenced by official
censorship. This at least, is the
theory of the First Amendment,
and it is a theory that has so far
worked very well for the American people.
Washington (D.C.) Post

The Welfare State Achieved?
The welfare state has been
chieyed in America and we are
now paying the price for it in un!flecked inflation, taxes, disorders
and crime, Roger Freeman, former special assistant to President
Nixon. said recently.
Contrary to the contentions
of thoA, who demand a reordering
of our national priorities, they already have been reordered. Since
1952. defense costs have gone up
only 57 percent, barely keeping up
with inflation.
In the same period, spending
for national domestic services
went up 219 percent while health,
education and welfare expendiures went up 1.142 percent.
Spending for health, education and welfare is now greater
than that for defense, with no appreciable result. Poverty continues as much as before, and, in
cities such as New York, the quality of education has degenerated
despite a doubling of the number

Voted one of Kentucky's "Bert All Around"
Weekly Papers.
Second-class postage paid at Fulton. Ky.
0041
Address all mall (subscriptions, change of
address Forms 3171) to Pett Office Box SOY
Fulton, Kentucky 42011
Subscription Rates: $3.00 per year in Fulton,
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Oblon
and Weakliry Counties, Tenn. Illearebere
throughout the United States $4.00 per year.
Kentucky Subscribers must add 5% Sales
Tax.
Successor of various weekly papers In Fulton
the first of which was founded In ISSO.
Published Fifty Thursdays of The Year of
209 Commercial Ave. Fulton, Ky. 42041

"NOW LET ME TELL ONE"

One of my regrets about my
almost lifelong study of folklore is that I did not begin,
even in my youth, to set down
the typical "That reminds me"
type of joke. The great psychologist of another generation,
Dr. G. Stanley Hall, president
of Clark University. was known
to have a huge collection of
just such jokes, each one carefully told and classified in a
card catalogue. At the death
of Dr. Hall, someone probably
thought this bunch of silly
cards were worthless; anyway,
the priceless collection vanished .
It takes a very tolerant
mind to enjoy the typical joke,
that is, the one I was likely to
hear among men and boys
around the country store or at
workings and picnics. Each
teller was impatient until his
time came to tell his prize
jokes and get his brief spot in
the show; sometimes the gag,
which seemed to be very fun-

libuzstry COU'llEeT

of teachers and a 700 percent increase in the money spent on
schools.
Conceived as an emergency
relief measure during the Depression, public aid has become a permanent institution which perpetuates poverty and crime, according to Freeman. Aid to dependent children, originally designed to assist orphans, has "replaced gainful employment and
become the accepted way of life
for well over two million women
and men.
Crime Needs ADC."ADC has
become an essential nutrient in
Charles H. Thompson airman apprentice,
the breeding grounds of crime, de- USN,son of Mr. and Mrs. Clint Thompson, Route
linquency, illegitimacy, prostitu- four, Fulton, Kentucky,recently began a 14-week
tion and all other forms of social course of instruction at the Aviation Structural
ills. No country in the world has School at the US Naval Air Technical Training
anything like our program of aid Center, Memphis, Tenn.
to families with dependent children . .. nor would want to,"
Betty Lou Gordon and James Edwin Cannon
states Mr. Freeman. "It is a night- have registered as seniors at David Lipscomb
mare and a plague wi the body College in Nashville, Tennessee for the Sixtieth
politic."
Anniverary Session of the School.

Turning Back The Clock

Why Should Kentucky Skip Fulton In
Its List Of "Dexterity Centers" ??
"You can't win 'em all", is an
old saying attributed to those expressing their frustration as losers. The expression, however, indicates that at least there IS a
"win" sometimes.
Industry-wise, Fulton has had
very few "wins" in the last 20

The Philosopher

fly to him, had been told so
long and so rhuch better than he
could tell it, that he might get
complete silence to reward his
I live for those who love me,
great effort as an entertainer.
Whose hearts are kind and true;
Be it said frankly, a very
large percentage of the corny
For the Heaven that smiles above me,
jokes I have heard were and
And awaits my spirit too;
still are off color, even in our
rather frank world.. Some of
For all human ties that bind me,
us, hating to lose a good joke,
have done an operation on
For the task of God assigned me,
some of the jokes and made
For the bright hopes yet to find me,
them sound respectable; howdo.
And the good that I can
ever, I am always afraid that
I may forget the dry-cleaned
version and accidentally tell it
I live for those who love me,
as I heard it.
For those who know me true,
After absorbing hundreds of
For the Heaven that smiles above me,
pointed and pointless jokes in
the first eighteen years of my
And awaits my spirit too;
life, I went away to school and
then to teach my own age who
assistance,
lacks
that
cause
the
For
had an endless succession of
For the wrong that needs resistance,
such jokes, most of them pointless but dirty or thought to be
For the future in the distance,
smart. They had their jokes,
do.
And the good that I
some of which I had known as
long as I had known my right
hand from my left hand; but
Banks
Linneaus
George
some were brand-new. They
would tell theirs, I would tell
mine, and often we were still
past couple of decades have profession and her own person- at this age-old way of entertaingiven new and vibrant life to al life are compounded by the ing ourselves when my landboth the folk song and the folk deeper divisions within the hos- lord called to the boys to "Get
FULTON'S
singer. The tuditional instru- pital itself.
to bed!" I would actually give
ment of the folk musician, the
a lot of money if I had, say, a
guitar, is as necessary to the
THE ABDUCTION OF VIR- hundred of the best ones of
younger of today as was the GINIA LEE, by Frank 0' that six-months' an'ay of folkukulele to his father. Folk Rourke. The abduction of Vir- ish stories. Now I could find
BY LUCY DANIEL
singing is no longer a spectator ginia Lee was an awe-inspiring a publisher for them: but for
sport—it is an essential part of feat, but concealing her was most of my life these ancient
A boy's mother asked him to doting grandparents and startgrowing up.
an achievement unparalleled in dirty yarns were just a bit too
step out on the back porch to led Ministers, Priests and Rabthe annals of crime. After all, dirty for print in English. In
get the broom, but he hestitat- bis. Through their good offices
WHISTLE AND I'LL COME it's not easy to hide a ninety- my graduate work in folklore,
ed because it looked dark and Dick, an ex-Sunday School
YOU, by Agnes S. Turn- two-foot, forty-two-ton railroad especially when I was studyTO
scary outside.
teacher himself, was fortunate
The setting is the very car . . . Not only did the ab- ing the origin and development
bull.
Mommy," he said, "did you enough to overhear it all—and
town of Callaway. The ductors have at their disposal of the folktale, I had the pleasmall
everywhere?"
say God was
now you can too.
time is the turn of the century, all the techniques of modern sure to read, in English,
"Yes, I did," she said.
talents, French, German, and Medieval
an era of parasols and trolley science, a variety of
The boy opened the door
MANDALA, by Pearl S. cars, of summer evenings on and vast financial resources, Latin, yarns that would have
very gingerly and called out,
the porch; and Christmas but they agreed unanimously delighted my friends at Fidel"God, would you please hand Buck. Centering the story
a
around
princely
rides. Alice Newcombe, that Mr. Elleston Mortimer ity and later my new friends
family
sleigh
Inof
"
me the broom',
the
dia, the book explores the myis the marriageable daughter would benefit greatly from los- farther west, where I was
ing his private ear. He would teacher of a one-roomed school.
sticism
the
of
that
president
local
the
of
pervades
everyday
GETTING THE MOST FOR
I was astounded to find many
bank. She has a nice, fussy be a better man for it.
YOUR MONEY, by Anthony life there. Extrasensory perof the stories I had heard in
and
mother, a pleasant, manly broScaduto. If you are a consumer ception, reincarnation,
THE CHILD FROM THE my room after supper, away
. . . and who isn't? If you are spirits are very real concerns ther, and a small but devoted SEA, by Elizabeth Goudge. back in 1907. often with a deal
the Maharana Prince Jagat group of friends. This serene
pinched by inflation . . . and of
the pomp and pagean- of dressing up by some generamilieu is interrupted by the ar- Against
who isn't? Getting the most for and his family. Prince Jagat is
try of turbulent seventeenth- tions of yarn-spinners. Why,
the
in
virile
man
young
descendant
new
a
of
of
rival
waryour money . . . is the book
century England, the author some of these yarns were verfor you! Here at last is a rior people. As the novel opens, town, Robin Adair. Things be- weaves the poignant tale of sions of stories that Boccaccio
is
he
a
upon
then.
embarking
happen
to
gin
scheme
guide
practicable
and
readable
Lucy Walter, the proud and in Italian and Chaucer in Midto successful buying—one book to turn an opulent but ghostbeautiful secret wife of Charles dle English were to make into
that guarantees to show you: ridden lake palace into a
THE HOSPITAL, by Agatha II. Here is a subtle portrait of masterpieces of style and
How to beat the high cost of luxury hotel for foreign tourists.
Young. The Hospital unfolds a a deeply good and fascinating cleverness. I had long known
When news reaches him that
living.
wonderfully sympathetic, lov- woman. From her early child- that Chaucer had drawn heavhis only son Jai, has been killed
ingly told story of a doctor— hood in a castle by the sea in ily for his red-blooded stories
the
by
Chinese
a
in
border
FAITH, HOPE AND HILARthis time a woman, the first Wales, to her tragic estrange- on previous yarn-spinners, and
ITY, by Dick Van Dyke. Don't skirmish, his life changes.
ever to be admitted to the staff ment from the king and her it was good to see some of his
tell anyone—but Dick Van
of the prestigious Joseph Link. death in Paris at the age of sources, in the raw. And, if
Dyke didn't really write this
HEAR AMERICA SINGING, lighter Memorial Hospital in twenty-eight, Lucy Walter lived my boyfriends of long ago had
book. Children wrote it, or by William Attaway. It is the
New England. Her struggles to the full life of intense joy had access to Chaucer in any
really said it, to fond parents, youth of the land who in the
to resolve the conflicts of her and equally intense drama.
form, they could have outyarned all the rest of us. I
have had many a laugh, when
west of Fulton. Work on the new yards will start teaching Chaucer for a half
century, at the kinship between
FROM THE FILES:—
soon.
his yarns and those of the
country store and the barnSouth-bound passenger traffic has been raising. Without being too risheavy this month; train 7 (Panama Limited) has que, I have often brought out
my word-hoard, as Old
run 10 extra sleepers several times this week, in from
English poets often called their
two
sections. The Florida-bound Seminole has memories, some survival of the
TWENTY YEARS AGO
very type of yarn that we were
run two sections all fall,
OCTOBER 13, 1950
reading. Fortunately.

WHAT I LIVE FOR

The Underground Press: An
Old American Tradition

Musings From

Among the 1432 students in residence at
Murray State College for the fall semester of
1950 are 34 students from Fulton County. They
are: Ann Brady, Wilma Brasfield, Mac Burrow,
years, and has been on a diligent Kelty Gonder, Betty Ann Cook, Royce Cruce,
search for more industry for as Burns Davis, Myrtly Davis, Sue Easley, Tom
long as that, or longer.
Farley, Miriam Grymes, Joe Harrison, Shirley
Ann Harrison, Joe Isbell, Jim James, L. C. JamiIt comes as somewhat of a
son, Jerry Johnson, Will Taylor Lee, Otha Linsurprise, then, that the Departton, Carl McMurray, Shirley Maxwell, Travis
ment of Commerce of the State of
Moss, Ann Perkins, Guy Phipps, Frank Rice,
Kentucky either doesn't consider
Shelby, Patricia Sublette, Thomas Sublette,
Fulton as a community that needs Jane
Tully, Jesse Walker, Evelyn Walters, WilHenry
more industry, or else as an area
Workman,
that does not have "thousands of liam Walters, Janice Wheeler, Patsy
productive hands", as they put it.
Carmen Pigue has been selected by the KapWe thought we qualified well on
pa Sigma Fraternity to be their Carnival Queen,
both counts.
which is quite an honor, plus she has just been
The Department of Com- initiated into the Chi Omega Sorority.
merce, in large ads in current national business publications, lists
FORTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
86 Dexterity Centers" in the
OCTOBER 9, 1925
State that they would like to reI. C. News. Camp No. 1 of the Nelson Comcommend to prospective industry.
Of the 86, only three are located pany, contractors engaged in building the new
In the Purchase: Bardwell, Mur- Edgewood cut-off, have moved to the Enon
ray and Wickliffe. Fulton is no- Church community north of town to finish up
this end of the line and construct the new yards
where to be found.

Miss Maude Scearce, who teaches in the
high school at Columbus Kentucky spent the
weekend with home folks at Cayce.

Snider Names
Honor Students
OCTOBER 18, 1895
At Fulton
A number of young people of Hickman atSEVENTY - FIVE YEARS AGO
(From the files of the Hickman Courier)

Bobby Snider, principal of
Fulton High School has recently announced the Honor Roll
for the first six weeks of
Trade is picking up and the merchants are school.
Nine students in the high
shoving out wagon loads of goods. Good times school had all A's for this peare here.
riod. The stude,,- with all
A's included: Mark Welch, Gigi
Brock, Eve Nelson, Gary Sons,
Bob Buck is still sober and anxious to sell David
Thompson, Bob Engle,
you a watch cheaper than anyone else, for $1.00 Ann Mahan, Louella Puckett
and
Williamson,
Janet
up. Solid gold, set in diamonds, $40.00.
The Honor Roll is as follows:
Freshman:
Karen
Cash,
At a regular meeting of the Epworth League Debra Farm— Judy Johnson,
held at the Methodist Church Friday night last, Patti Jolley, Kay Nelms, Debbie Pannell, Jan Pulley, Pam
the following officers were elected to six months Sisson,
Jeff Campbell, Stevie
terms: Findley Randle, president; Polk Head, Bransford, Thomas Sanders,
first vice-president; Miss Leone Fuqua, second Max Thompson, Mark Welch.
vice-president; Miss Kate Randle, third vice- thySophomores: Gigi Brock, KaGlasgow, Denise Homra,
president; Miss Ivy DeBow, secretary; Miss Pau- Eve Nelson, Donna
Sensing,
line Prather, treasurer.
Pat Gossum, Jackie Hill, Bob
Mahan, Earl McManus, Gary
David Thompson.
A severe winter is promised by the goose Sons,
Juniors — Alice Caldwell,
bone, and the promise seems reasonable in view Debra Capps, Anita Cash, Cinof the fact that already there has been freezing dy Craven, Jane Mary PawIukiewicz, Pam Reese, Linda
weather below Memphis, while killing frost has Stokes,
Sandra Thompson, Bob
occurred throughout western Tennessee, eastern Engel, Mike Hatfield, Michael
Morgan, Greg Scates.
Arkansas and northern Mississippi.
Seniors — Mary Campbell,
Donna Collier, Sue Elkins, JenThe Democrats of Graves, Hickman and Ful- nie Giles.
Trudy Goodwin, Ann
ton counties will have a big rally and an old fash- Mahan, Louella Puckett, Kathy
ioned barbecue at Water Valley in Graves Coun- Wheeler, Janet Williamson,
Borsenberger, Danny
ty next Tuesday. Many prominent politicial John
Glasgow, Bob Nanney, Mike
figures are expected to attend
Tate, Tommy Taylor.

tended the opening of the New Palace Hotel in
Union City, Tuesday night.
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SOCIETY - WOMAN'S INTEREST
Auxiliary Plans Regular
Visits To Nursing Homes
The Weakley County Nursing
Homes Auxiliary executive
committee met at the Farm
Bureau for the regular monthly
meeting the second Thursday
In October, with the director,
Mrs. S. T. Bowlin, presiding.
A review of the services
given during the nine months
since the Auxiliary was organized was discussed and needs
for expanded service were recognized.
A report was given concerning the booth at the Weakley
County Fair of articles made
by the residents of the nursing
homes. This exhibit created
much interest at each of the
homes and by the public. It was
reported that the exhibitors
were even more pleased with
the many ribbons they received
than with the cash awards.
It was reported that the motto for the auxiliary is "Service
With Love." Love and attention are much needed items
which the Auxiliary hopes to
provide for the residents, whose
physical needs are being so
well supplied. Members of the
Auxiliary recognize that supplying mental and spiritual
needs of the elderly are almost
as important to their well-being
as the physical needs. The Auxiliary has arranged for visits
at each of the homes each
week this year. In cooperation
with the Auxiliary, the Home
Demonstration Clubs of the
County have had monthly
birthday
parties,
honoring
those who have birthdays that
month. This has provided much
pleasure for those physically
able to enjoy this type of activity. It is hoped that added
attention can be given to a
craft project for those able to
enjoy it.
Plans were started for the

quarterly meeting of the entire
membership and all interested
persons the second Thursday in
January. At this time a report
of the year's work will be given and by-laws will be presented for adoption. A speaker will
be present to give information
concerning expanded activities.
An interesting ,meeting is being planned and it is hoped that
all persons interested in the
nursing homes residents will be
present. The need for an increased membership for 1971
is urgent. Any one interested
in this project is invited to contact Mrs. S. T. Bowlin, phone
364-3410; Mrs. William Hunt,
phone 364-2505; Mrs. Harvey
Vaughan, phone 799-5802; Mrs.
Roy Neal Graves, phone 587E028; or Mrs. H. L. Hearn,
phone 364-2804, who will be
glad to give, information.

Okayed For
School Lunch
School children may once
again have extra milk with
their lunches.
By continuing resolution the
special milk program from
school year 1969-1970 is being
extended to October 15 this
year.
According to C. E. Bevins
Director of School Lunch Division, Kentucky Department
of Education, the extension is
expected to allow time to identify and set up guide lines to
administer the special milk
program which was authorized
by H. R. 5554,
President Richard Nixon allowed H. R. 5554, which provides a $120 million special
milk program, to become law
without his signature.

COFFEE CUP CHATTER
Furniture trends seem to be
moving toward new forms,
new materials, new colors, and
new technology. Top-volume
styles are Spanish-Mediterranean, Italian. English, and non. ontroversial modern.
— Mrs. Mildred W. Potts, La
Center, Ky. 42056 Phone: 685.5671
If you are a size 18, your
most flatering styles are
simple, semi-fitted dresses,
with uncluttered lines, dress
and coat ensembles and skirts
with slight fit. You'll find lots
of patterns that have a neat,
sculptured seamline that accent the vertical, Dresses with
center panels in a lighter contrasting color have marvelous
thinning effects, as well as Ushaped necklines and singlebreasted closings. Fitting your
clothes too tightly or too loosely, either, way you'll end up
looking heavier than you really
are. Semi-fitted styles are best
for you. Choose solid colored
fabrics with smooth surfaces;
dark colors do have a slimming effect, but do wear some
soft greyed colors that are particularly flattering to you.

— Catherine C. Thompson,
Hickman, Ky. 42050 Phone:
236-2351

Open House To
Honor Terrells
On Anniversary

Letter From Washington
By
Mrs. John Sherman Cooper

Mr. and Mrs. Dean Terrell
of Fulton, Route 5 will celebrate their Golden Wedding
Anniversary with an open ohuse
at their home on Saturday,
October 24. All friends and
relatives are invited to attend
between the hours of 2 and 4
13- in.
Mr. and Mrs. Terrell were
married October 31, 1920 by the
late Squire Holladay in Weakley County, Tenn.
Mrs. Terrell, the former Allie G. Johns ,is the daughter of
the late John and Mary Johns,
Mr. Terrell, a retired farmer,
is the son of the late John and
Mary Terrell.
Mr. and Mrs. Terrell have
six children: Darrell Terrell of
Ashtabula, Ohio, Norman Terrell, Knoxville, Tenn., Kenneth
Terrell, Union City, Tenn.,
Mrs. James Connell, Fulton,
Ky., Mrs. Max Richards,
Tulsa, Okla., and Mrs. Neale
Pryor, Seary, Ark. They have
nine grandchildren.

FIRST "KENTUCKY LITTLE COLONEL" commission was awarded to Janey Lee
Jones, 14, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Jones, Richmond, Kentucky. The presentation was made by Kenneth Harper, state Public Information commissioner.
Miss Jones, who farms her own tobacco and corn plots, was recognized for promoting good farming methods in Madison County and for helping poor farmers.
Miss Jones was honored at the opening of the Little Colonel Festival in Pewee
Valley.

Home Tour In
Princeton Is
Announced
B&PW Club Names Mrs. Harding 12 Attend
Their "Woman Of The Year Homemakers
Meeting
The Princeton Business and
Professional Woman's Club will
sponsor a Home Tour on Sunday, November 8, 1970, from
2:00 to 5:00 p. m. The public
is invited to attend. Donations
will be $1.50 each and the proceeds will go for he benefit of
club projects.
Four beautiful homes in the
Princeton area will be open for
the home tour, and will include the homes of Dr. and
Mrs. Frank Giannini, Woodlawn Court, Mr. and Mrs. Marlin G. Robertson, Eddyville
Road, Mr. and Mrs. Bob
Boone, Holly Lane, and Mr.
and Mrs. L. E. Hicks, 105
Queen Anne Drive. Refreshments will be served at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Robertson.
Tickets may be purchased
from any B&PW club member,
or at the First Bank & Trust
Co., Corner of Washington and
South Jefferson.
Sunday November 8, tickets
and information on the location
of each home on the tour will
be Available at the First Bank
de Trust Company.

Fulton
The
Fulton-South
Business and Professional Women's Club started National
Business Women's Week Sunday morning with a Prayer
Breakfast at Park Terrace at
eight o'clock.
Guests at the breakfast were
Mayor and Mrs. Nelson Tripp,
of Fulton; Mayor Dan Crocker,
of South Fulton; Rev. Jimmy
Lawson, of the Mt. Zion Presbyterian Church, and Mrs. Lawson and daughter, Ladonna.
The invocation was given by
Mrs. Zuanita Phelps,'chairman of National Business Women's Week. The president,
Anna Lou Caldwell, welcomed
guests and members and the
response was given by Mrs.
Jetta Speight, first vice president.
Special music was by Mrs.
Nelson Tripp, who Sang "The
Golden Key." by Carrie Jacobs
Bond. Scripture readings were
by Mrs. Lorene Harding and
Mrs. Anna Belle Edwards.
Mrs. Phelps introduced Rev.
Lawson, who brought a most
inspiring message on "Keys to
a Good Life", these being faith,
service and friendship.
A special highlight of the
breakfast was the announcement of a "Club Woman of the
Year," who was Mrs. Lorene
Harding, and was chosen on

Do you know why white asparagus is more expensive to
buy than green varieties? It is
a delicacy because it is produced by mounding earth
around the plant so that the
stalk develops entirely underground. Usually asparagus is
more expensive than other
vegetables because much of the
harvesting and preparation is
done by hand.
— Patricia E. Curtsinger,
Courthouse, Benton, Kentucky
The News takes pleasure in
42025 Phone: 527-6601
wishing "Happy Birthday" to
the following friends: October
Things to look for in the 23: Donna Peeples, R. Paul
months ahead may be plastic Westpheling, H. 0. Wright;
aprons that come off a roller October 24: David Newton,
similiar to paper towels. One William Sanders; October 25:
company plans to start produc- Mrs. Myrtle Rice, Terry Lee
tion soon. A new synthetic sour Adams;
October 26: Tracy Alford,
cream or imitation of sour
cream is now being test-mar- Greg Binford, Rhonda Jones,
keted in several major areas Hugh Wright, Troy Weidenback.
of the United States.
October 27: Kaye Alford, "Autumn is Natures own
— Maxine Griffin, Federal
Shirley Lee Fields, October planting Time" was the topic
Building, Clinton, Ky. 42031
28: Teddy Barclay, Clayton
Mrs. Paul Reams
Williams, Willodean Zickafoose. chosen by
Phone: 653-2231
when she gave the Garden project leaders report at the
Chestnut Glade Rome Demonstration Club meeting which
met at the home of Mrs. Ada
Rhodes. She explained and
showed pictures of several different types and species of
tulips which should be planted at this time, for the desired
results in the spring.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

certain qualifications. Presently
she is a B&PW on the Chamber
of Commerce and on the Twin
Cities Development Association, and is a member of the
Municipal Housing Commission, is serving on the board
of Christian Social Service, active in the First United Methodist Church and very active
in all phases of B&PW work.
The benediction was given by
Mrs. Elizabeth Caldwell.

STUDENTS
Jerry Lynn Blackburn a. d
Susan Ruth Burrow of South
Fulton, and Virginia Myers and
Teresa Smith of Fulton are
among the more than 18,500
Temple on the third Thursday
students enrolled for the fall
all:00 p. m. Visitors are card- semester at Memphis
State
ially invited.
University.

Homemakers Discuss Fall
Planting And Clothing

Mrs. Laverne Owensby gave
the devotion using the topic
"Christian Strength" and the
scripture, Ephesians 6:10-20.
The Clothing Leader reported
on the interesting meeting that
she atteaded and gave a lesson
on "Choosing a becoming neckline," in which she explained
the different types of faces and
the becoming line for each.

Federal grants of $2,200 each for graduate MU dints in speech and hearing, the first ever
awarded at Murray Stale University, are presented to Diane Youngblood, Mayfield, and Cindy
Swain, Paducah, by Dr. Jim McDill, director of speech and hearing graduate study at the University. Looking on, right, is Dr. John M. Bar tholomy, director of the department at the University. A graduate of Mayfield High School, Mrs. Youngblood is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. H. A. Catsup, Route 7, Paducah. Mrs. Sw am, a graduate of Heath High School, is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Perkins, M oplewood Terrace, Paducah. Both are graduate
students In speech and hearing pathology. The ono-year grants were made by the Office of
Education in the Department of flooffb, Educe tion and Welfare.

LORENE HARDING

Dukedom Homemakers met
at the home of Mrs. Winnie
Cunningham September 23rd
for the regular monthly meeting. Call to order was by the
president, Mrs. Elizabeth Darnell. Song, "Count Your Blesswas led by Mrs. Huel
Wright. The Club Creed was
read in unison and the roll call
was answered by telling a
clean-up chore accomplished.
Eleven members and one new
member. Mrs. Harlan Gail.
more were present, also one
visitor, Mrs. Williamson. The
minutes were read and approved. Treasurer's report was
given.
Mrs. Lloyd Watkins gave a
devotional on "Busy Hands"
using Psalms 9:17 and Ecclesiastes 9:10 and Thessalonians
4:11 as the basis for her remarks.
Reports on the Achievement
Luncheon and award received
at the Weakley County Fair
were discussed.
The project leaders reporting
were Mrs. Randall Brown, on
consumer education, and Mrs.
Herbert Toberts, on correct
table settings.
Refreshments and bingo closed out a very enjoyable meeting.

The reading project leader
gave out books and conducted
a thumb nail report on several
books that members had read
and recommended. Blanks were
given out for records of books
that are being read.
Mrs. Fred Vaughan conducted the recreation with Mrs.
vin Morrison and Mrs. Leroy
Stoker the winners. Mrs. Jimmie Westbrook was the door
prize winner. Mrs. Maude Matheny and Mrs. Leroy Stoker
were welcomed visitors.
The November meeting will
be in the home of Mrs. Myrtle
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Thanks to the kindness and
courtesy of Mrs. Louie Nunn, I
left Lexington in her car, driven by Trooper Nowlin, on my
way to Hyden for Mary Breckinridge Day.
We stopped in Somerset for
luncheon with my sisters-in-law
and proceeded through London
and Manchester to Hyden. The
roads weave in and out through
the beautiful Eastern Kentucky
mountains and although it is
slow driving, the scenery is
fantastic. The trees were just
beginning to turn from dark
green to bronze and the Dodwood scattered its early crimson through the forest. From
Manchester the road is called
the Devil's Highway as it has
so many sharp turns with the
added hazard of coal trucks
dashing around the corners at
breakneck speed.
We passed through Hyden
which has a fine new library,
crossed the Kentucky River and
up a steep hill to Wendover, the
home of the Frontier Nursing
Service. where I was to spend
the night as the ceremonies began early the next morning.
There I was supposed to meet
my husband but as there was
a vote late Friday afternoon on
the Highway Construction Act,
he just wasn't able to get from
Washington to Hyden in time
and had asked me to take his
place.
Outside of Kentucky the
questiorl most often asked is
"have you been to the Derby"
and - or "have you been to the
Frontier Nursing Service" —
for both have caught people's
imagination all over the-world.
It was 27 years ago that Mary
Breckinridge, an extraordinary
lady and descendent of one of
the most distinguished and public spirited Kentucky families,
came to Leslie County to set up
the Service, for her great concern was to help the people of
her State who had no access to
medical care.
She studied mid-wifery and
home care for mothers in
Europe and recruited midwives
from England, many of whom
are still here today. She and
her staff traveled on horseback
where there were no roads and
from a small beginning, but a
great dream, the FNS has prospered and expanded, helping a
community of over 15,000 people.
After Mrs. Breckinridge's
death a few years ago, Miss
Helen Brown from England,
who had studied with Mrs.
Breckinridge for years, became
the director of FNS. Three of
her sisters came all the way
from England for Mary Breckinridge Day.
The next morning, the group
from Wendover, which included many people who had come
for the ceremonies from all
over the United States, went to
Hyden to see the parade of
floats that came from Ritter's
Camp and finished in a big
field below the ground where
the hospital will be built. There
were more than 2,000 people
gathered there and I saw

friends from all over Eastern
Kentucky. Children had made
the floats themselves and the
high school band played loud
and clear. Boys and girls galloped about on ponies and little mules while two palominos
and their riders stood heroically in the middle of the fair
grounds at attention during all
the commotion.
Mr. Sizemore was the master of ceremonies, Marvin
Breckinridge — now Mrs. Jefferson Patterson, an FNS courrier in her youth and now national chairman of FNS, made
an excellent talk as did Congressman Tim Lee Carter.
Then, with a beautiful new
shovel, Mrs. Patterson, Congressman Carter, Ilelen Brown
and I, broke the ground for the
new hospital site.
Next came the crowning of
the beauty queen by the Attorney General of Kentucky,
John Breckinridge, 4-H awards
to young farmers and float
awards. After that, we were all
very hungry for the delicious
fried chicken and potato salad
that was served on the grounds.
The Mary Breckinridge Hospital, with its 48 beds, will take
care of the people in that area
and it will also be used as a
training center for the graduate school of the Family Nurse.
This is a new concept in medical care and the nurses trained at the hospital can continue
their studies in association with
a neighboring university.
—
The most impressive thing
was the local support given to
the new hospital by the people of Leslie. Perry and Clay
Counties. They have gone over
their quota in their fund drive
for contributions. Mary Breckinridge's dream has come true.

Freshmen At
Murray Get
Everett Awards
Two freshman students each
year will be the beneficiaries
of the perpetual scholarship
fund to be dedicated to the
memory of the late Tennessee
Congressman Robert A."Fats"
Everett at Murray State University Oct. 10.
The 3:30 p. m. ceremony in' •
the Univeristy School auditorium on the campus, will mark
the conclusion for a drive that
has raised $20,000 to honor
Everett of Union City. Tenn.,
who was often called Murray
State's No. 1 alumnus before
his death in January of 1969.
Two $500 scholarships each
year—one for a Kentucky high
school graduate and one for a
Tennessee high school graduate
to attend Murray State — will
be financed by investing the
amount accumulated since the
campaign began shortly after
Everett's death.

.eandeia

— Your Problems Bring Answers —
Dear Ann Landers: All of
my life people have come up
to me and said dumb things
like, "Who are you mad at?"
"Why don't you smile?" "Cheer
up!" This morning I was waiting for the bus and a stranger
walked up to me and said,
"You look as if you've just
lost your last friend." I was
so annoyed I didn't even answer.
Unfortunately, / happen to
have a face that doesn't smile
easily. I've been aware of it
since childhood. When I was a
youngster the kids used to call
me "Sour Puss." One day I decided to force myself to smile
and it proved disastroug. I
caught a glimpse of my reflection in a deparment store mirror and was horrified. I looked
like the village idiot. That day
I stopped forcing myself to
smile.
So please, Ann, tell your
readers not to embarrass people whose faces weren't made
for smiling. It doesn't mean we
are sad any more than a big
grin means a person is happy.

— Old Stoney.
Dear 0. S.: You are right
when you say a solemn face is
not always the reflection of
sadness A smiling face can be
a footer, as well. Remember
the words of a Chinese philosopher, "Americans must be an
unhappy people. They laugh so
much."
Dear Ann Landers: My
widowed mother is driving me
up the wall. She will do anything in the world for me — except leave me alone, It is not
unusual for mom to telephone
me ten times a day to ask what
I am doing. I can't say. "I am
not doing ANYTHING because
you are bothering me." But it
would be true.
Mother makes plans for my
husband and me and our children. If I tell her we have other
plans she feels hurt. My friends
who have lost their mothers
keep reminding me how lucky
I an to have mine. I know I'm
lucky but I can't help resenting
the way she is suffocating me.
I've been living on nerve pills

for two years. My doctor says
I must eliminate. from my life
whatever is bothering me. I
know he is right. But how does
one eliminate a mother?
— Carthage, Mo.
Dear Carhage: Show me a
mother who telephones her
daughter ten times a day and
I will show you a daughter
who has been unable to cut the
umbilical cord. A mature woman would not tolerate it, You
probably need counseling or
therapy to unwind from this
crippling relationship and I
hope you get it.
Dear Ann Landers: I am an
18-year-old boy in love with a
girl who is 17. My life has always been quite unhappy for
several reasons. My parents
fight a lot and I have trouble
making friends. This girl is the
bright spot of my whole world.
My girl and I are very honest
with each other She told me
when we started to go together
several months ago that she
thought she was in love wih a
boy last year and she lost her

virginity. I can understand
how a girl can make a mistake
like that and I don't hold it
against her. The problem is, I
love this girl more than I can
express in words and I want
to show my feelings for her in
a complete, physical way. She
says "nothing doing." I love
her, Ann, and I'd even marry
her if I had to. It makes me
mad that she went to bed with
a rat who was only messing
around, and She refuses to go
to bed with me — a guy who
is really sincere. Will you help
me? — Honest Abe
Dear Abe: Not on your
tintype, Buster. You must be a
new reader. I'm working the
other side of the street.
When romantic glances turn
to warm embrances is it love
or chemistry? Send for the
boklet "Love Or Sex And How
To Tell The Difference," by
Ann Landers. Enclose a long,
stamped, self-addressed envelope and 35c in coin with your
request.

Mr, and Mrs. Grover True.
Mr. Joe Johnson is a patient
By Mrs. Carey Frields
in the Volunteer General Hospital for treatment. He is the
Reverend Bobby Copeland brother of Chap Johnson and
filled his regular appointment has been in Evansville, Ind.
at New Salem Baptist Church residing with his daughter,
this past Sunday at 11:00 a. m. Lela Childress and family since
Sunday School is held at 10:00 the passing of the late Mrs. Joe
a. m. The attendance was bet- Johnson, several years ago.
ter than the previous Sunday. All friends hope he will have a
The pulpit was filled Sunday speedy recovery.
night by a new minister, the
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Argo
father-in-law of the Rev. Cope- and children, Chad and Kimland, church pastor.
berly of Hickman were Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Bobbie Rick- visitors and dinner guests of
man will arrive this week from .your writer. All of us had an
Huntsville, Ala., and visit par- enjoyable day.
Mr. Chap Johnson is slowly
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Rickman and grandparents, improving at the Fulton Hos-

• AUSTIN SPRINGS
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DEATHS
T. P. Dalton

Edgar Stark

Funeral services for Thomas
Pate Dalton were held, Thursday afternoon, October 16, in
the New Hope Methodist
Church, near Ruthville, with
Rev. Gerald Stow, pastor of
he South Fulton Baptist
Church, officiating. Burial was
in the church cemetery. Jack,;on Funeral Home, of Dukedom, was in charge of arrangements.
Mr. Dalton, 54, died in the
Veterans Hospital a Memphis
Wednesday morning,
early
October 15..
Born in Fulton, he was the
son of the late Luther A. and
Delphia A. Damron Dalton. He
was a retired farmer of the
Chestnut Glade community and
was never married. He was a
World War II and Korean War
veteran.
Surviving are two sisters,
Mrs. Charles Murray and Mrs.
T. G. Jones, both of Greenville, Miss., and two brothers,
Burns E. Dalton of Baton
Rouge. La., and L. A. Dalton,
USAF, stationed in Puerto
Rico

Edgar Stark died early Monday morning, October 19, in
the home of his sister, Mrs.
Lucion Nanney on Route 2,
South Fulton, following a long
illness.
Funeral services were held
Tuesday afternoon, October 20,
in Jackson Funeral Home
chapel at Dukedom, with Elder
Ben Bowlin officiating. Burial
was in Oak Grove Cemetery.
Mr. Stark, 83, was born in
Weakley County, the son of the
late Jack and Sally Webb
Stark. He was never married.
He was a retired farmer and a
veteran of World War I.
Surviving are two sisters,
Mrs. Nanney and Mrs. Bessie
Wade, also of South Fulton,
and
several nieces a n d
nephews.

Mrs. Raymond VIzzcnt.
Mrs. Clay McConnell left
Thursday for her,home in Chicago, Ill., after several days
visit with her father, Mr. W. J.
Reed, Dist, No. 17. She had, a
nice visit while here.

P-5 F LAI tut

Mr. and Mrs. T. L. Ainley
visited Mr. and Mrs. Roy Vincent Sunday evening.

A nationally-known expert on alcohol education — Dr. Gerald Globetti -.7 heads a program
being set up at Murray State University which is
one of a kind in the nation.

We had rain again this Monday morning and the farmers
had planped for bean combining this week. They will be delayed again due to the moisture
and wet soggy fields. WANTED: some fair weather very
soon.

The title of the project is the Murray State
University Center for Alcohol Education. It is
being financed by a $36,000 development and
training grant from the National Center for the
Control and Prevention of Alcoholism, a branch
of the National Institute of Mental Health.

Introducing Our Churches - God's Agency For Spreading His Love
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Mrs. Hillman Westbrook

Dukedom Homemakers will
meet October 28th with Mrs.
Herbert Roberts. This will be
an all-day meeting. All are in.
ited.
Mr. and Mrs. Garret Bailey
arrived
home on Tuesday from
• LATHAM
where they had been
Detroit,
Mrs. W. C. Morrison
working the past several
months.
Sympathy is extended to the
Mr. and Mrs. Harlan Gallifamily of Virgil Jones of Lath- more are the parents of a new
am. who passed away last son. John Harlan, born ThursWednesday at the Volunteer day at Hillview Hospital.
Hospital in Martin after an exMavis Parker, Grace Armtended illness. Funeral services strong and Jimmie visited Mr.
were held at Murphy Funeral and Mrs. Glen Kesterson at La
Home on Friday. with Brother Center, Ky., last Saturday.
Billy Newby officiating. Burial
Roy Westbrook entered Vetwas in the East Side Cemetery erans Hospital in Memphis last
in Martin. Survivors include Friday for tests and treatment.
his wife. Ima Neil Winstead
Congratulations to Mr. and
Jones:. his daughter. Patricia: Mrs. Klyce Parker who celethree grandchildren; his par- brated their 50th wedding anents. Mr. and Mrs. Rube Jones niversary last week, when
of Martin: one brother, J. W. their children Mr. and Mrs.
Jones of Dresden. and one sis- Jack Parker took them out to
ter Mrs. Hesse' Wright of Mar- dinner at the Holiday Inn in
tin.
Fulton. On returning home
Mrs. Bonnie
Cummings, they found close friends and
Dale. Corinne and Sabrina of relatives gathered and the table
Lexington, Ky., spent most of set with a tiered cake and
last .week with Mr. and Mrs, punch. After refreshments,
Chess Morrison. Madge Cum- gifts were opened and all had
mings and J. D. Cummings. a very enjoyable time.
Several friends and relatives
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Work
of Mr. and Mrs. Klyce Parker and children, recently of Calisurprised them with a party fornia, have moved to the
last Friday evening, in obser- Charlie Blaylock house, temvance of their Golden Wedding porarily, until they find a place
anniversary.
to locate.
Bill Griffin has been sufferMr. and Mrs. Bill Shelton,
ing from arthritis for several Valerie and Rob spent the
days.
week end with parents, M.
Mr. and Mrs. L. T. Bonds of and Mrs. Garret Bailey.
St. Louis and Mrs. Betty BrewMrs. Chap Johnson went to
er of Martin visited Mr. and Paducah for a schdeuled checkMrs. Ulyess Dortch last Sun- up Friday and received a good
day.
report. She can now begin
Mrs. Joe Laws, who has had walking with a cane. Mr. Johnmajor surgery in Memphis re- son is still a patient at the Fulcently, was transferred by am- ton Hospital and only slightly
bulance to the home of her improved.
aunt in Martin last Sunday.
Eunice Harrison visited with
Aunt Teanie Turner remains Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Glover
a bed patient at the home of last week end and enjoyed atMr. and Mrs. Huel Wright in tending services and singing at
Dukedom.
Rhodes Chapel. Also, visited
Mr. and Mrs. Jap Elliott and prelliously with Mr. and Mrs.
Dana. and Mr. and Mrs. Gaith- Edgar Harrison at Water Valer of Martin were dinner ley, visiting in the Clinton
guests at Allison's Restaurant Nursing Home while there.
in Greenfield last Saturday.
Word from Mrs. Lurline
Mr. and Mrs. James Sexton Grissom, who is with her dauvisited Mr. and Mrs. Ulyess ghter in Texas, is that she
is
Dortch last Sunday evening. feeling about as well as when
Chess Morrison isn't as well she left. She is hoping to
imthis week. His recent visitors prove soon, so that she
can
were: Baron Dixon, Mr. and come home.
Mrs. Huel Wright, Mrs. MadBurnette Muzzall of Venicia,
eline Shutt, Mrs. Viola Ed- Calif. passed away at his home
wards, Bonnie, Dale, Corene last Tuesday and was
buried
and Sabrina Cummings, Madge there on Thursday. He
was a
Cummings, Mr. and Mrs. Jim former resident of the DukeTravis, T. D. Cummings, Ho- dom community.
bart Watts, 011ie J. Roberts
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Bruce,
and Mr. and Mrs. Harvey and children, Terry,
Jeanette
Vaughan.
and' Judith Ann, spent last
week on a vacation, going first
to St. Louis to visit the zoo
there and then on to Fort
/40 Broadway, South Fulton Smith, Arkansas to visit an
uncle, B. R. Cashon, then to
Phone 479-1864
Truman, Ark., to see Ira Huss
and family.
—Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
Edgar Stark passed away at
—Vinyl and Tile
the home of his sister, Mrs.
—Downs and McGee Carpeting Pearl Nanney. Funeral
will be
—Upholstering, Modern and
Tuesday with burial in Oak
Grove.
Antique
—Viking Kitchen Carpeting

pital where he has been a patient for the past two weeks. All
friends hope he will respond
shortly. Mrs. Johnson is attending his bedside.
Rev. and Mrs. Dallas Hemphill, Union City, were Sunday
visitors of Mr. and Mrs. Grover
True, and they all spent some
time with Mr. and Mrs. Richard McGuire of Dist. No. 1.
Mrs. McGuire is the sister of
Mrs. Hemphill and Mr. True.
Mr. and Mrs. Burnett Lintz
and Mt. and Mrs. Roy Vincent
spent Sunday afternoon in Mayfield, The Lintz family were
house guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Curtis Lintz while Mr. and
Mrs. Vincent visited Mr. and
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CHURCH OF CHRIST

(Picture courtesy of Gardner's Studio)

Brother R. A. Freeman is the pastor of the Church of Christ,
and presently lives in Union City. The church is located next to
Vanderford Funeral Home in South Fulton.

BRO, R. A. FREEMAN
Pastor

SCHEDULE OF SERVICES
Each Sunday — Sunday School
Morning Worship

11:00 a. na.

Evening Worship

7:45 p. In.
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This feature is sponsored by the following public-spirited firms. The nicest way to thank them is to patronise them.

Liberty Super Market
South Fulton, Tonne's**

M & B Gulf Station
Tires, Batteries, Accessories
Kentucky Ave. at Read

472-9060

Hickman - Fulton R.E. C.C.

The Citizen's Bank

"Live Better Electrically"

Make our bank your bank

Hickman, Ky.

Hickman, Ky.-

Compliments of

Fulton Bank

236-2655

THE FRIENDLY BANK

— In Operation 60 Years —

Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons

BYBEE
the pot

10:00 a. na.

•

GroonFlold
Phone 235-223

W. D. Powers
Fulton
Phone 471-1353

Hornbeak Funeral Home

Turner's Pure Milk Co.

Henry I. Siegel Company,Inc.

302 Carr Street

At the Store—or at your door

Fulton and South Fulton

Fulton, Ky.

J. B. MANESS SONS
Groonflo4d, Tenn.

472-1412

Fulton, Ky.

472-3311

a good place to work

Henry Edwards Trucking Co.
A4C61492
Clinton, Ky.

653-2771
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Home, Child Problems Will Be ORION COUNTY
Discussed By 6 PTA Panelists Joe'iv,',a,ircfinnCtoyunTe'nfikge"t

Tuesday, October 27 at 7:30 He travels extensively in this
the South Fulton PTA will area speaking for various
CORN HARVEST NEARS
meet at the school. The Exec- groups.
COMPLETION
utive Committee will meet Rev. Gerald Stow, pastor of
half an hour earlier.
Fulton Baptist
the South
For a large number of Won
The program will be out- Church, is a young, dedicated County farmers the corn harstanding. A paral of promi- man who believes in "telling vesting season, unfortunately,
nent people will discuss "The it like it is." He is close to the is about over for 1970. A numProblems facing Parents and youth in this area and enjoys ber of people have estimated.
Children Today." In the news- working with them. He is a- that less than 15 percent of the
papers and on TV daily we see ware of their interests, wants corn remains in 'the field. A
and hear of rioting, drug abuse, and needs.
number of estimates have been
The panel will also include made that due to reduced acreopen rebellion and the rising
crime rate. Most authorities 'Mrs. Clyde Fields speaking as age because of a wet spring
agree that the problems lead- a parent and the schools will season, dry weather, and the
by M r a. Southern Corn blight that the
ing to these start in the homes. be represented
Are your children being rear- Zuaneta Phelps and Mr. Virgil total production of corn in 0ed in a happy, tension free Yates.
bion County for 1970 will be
A large crowd is expected to ibout 50 percent of the IVA
home? Are you able to guide
them along the right path in hear this distinguished panel. production.
these times of temptation and Every parent in the twin cities
The milo or grain sorghum
turmoil and help them make is invited. This program is for harvesting has started and Paul
and
have
everyone
not
do
yok,
the best decisions? Many times
Forrester near Rives was obyour children will talk to to belong to the PTA to come. served in a milo field last week
BILOXI, Miss. —Master Sergeant Lindsay W. Butler Jr. (right), someone else more freely than Mark your calendars. Tuesday, that was going about 6.000
October 27 at 7:30 at South pounds per acre.
receives the U. S. Air Force Commendation Medal at Kessler to you.
This panel will discuss ways Fulton School.
Prospects look good for a
AFB Miss., from Colonel Ferris E. Cook, deputy commander of
to help you be a better parent, Refreshments will be served real good yield per acre of
second
the
the USAF Medical Center.
room
by
grade
because in some ways these
soybeans unless we have an
professionals may understand mothers. A free nursery will be early frost. The weather bureau
Air Command security policesmall
for
provided
children.
your child better than you do.
has released some Information
man, supports B-52 Strato The panel will be composed
on the probability of 32 degree
Fortress aircrews who fly al- of six well qualified individuals,
News From Our
temperature based on passed
most daily bombing missions each in his own way familiar
history. According to this inBoys In The
against Viet Cong targets in with these problems.
formation we have a 10 per
Vietnam.
Dr. M. C. Glasgow is a psycent chance of having 32 deHe is permanently assigned
chiatrist who works with the
gree weather by October 16,
at Dyess AFB, Tex.
Northwest Tennessee Health
25 percent chance by October
The sergeant, a 1961 graduof
field
the
in
Department
22, 50 percent chance by Ocate of Fulton City High School,
LAKEHURST, N. J., Aug. received his B. S. degree in Mental Health. He received his
tober 28 and a 75 percent
UniverApprentice
the
at
training
medical
Airman
from
list
a
is
chance by November 3.
the
Following
21—Navy
biology in 1966 from Murray
sity of Arkansas and his train- University of Kentucky, showJames D. Stroud, husband of (Ky.) State University.
ing in psychiatry at the Uni- ing area UK students for 1970- BALANCE DAIRY RATIONS
the former Miss Debts S. Gale
versity of Tennessee. He work- 71:
BY FORAGE TEST
of Route 1, Wingo, Ky., is atRussell Wayne Anderson. Knowing the analysis of your
tending Aerographer's Mate
U. S. Army, Vietnam —Sept. ed with the Veterans Adminiscombefore
year
Air
a
for
Leslie Keith Cheatham, Sara silage or hay can mean many
"A" School at the Naval
30—Specialist Four Charles 0. tration
Technical Training Center, Menees, son of Mrs. Blanche ing to Northwest Tennessee.
Poe Davidson, Edward Lee' dollars saved in grain or conenforcelaw
a
is
Rogers
Lt.
Lakehurst, N. J.
Engel, Jr., Richard Ivey Ger- centrate costs for a winter
Menees, Route 4, Fulton, Ky.,
received the Army Commenda- ment officer from Memphis. rish. John Daniel Hales, Jr., livestock feeding season. This
Cynthia Ann Homra, David fall with corn silage quality
recently while servCAMP FOSTER. OKINAWA, :ion Medal
with the 101st Airborne Di- burg, Va., has received his sec- Kim Homra, Merideth Allyn being lower due to damage by
Aug. 20—Marine Private First ing (Airmobile) in Vietnam. ond award of the U. S. Air Miller, Shelia Owens, James southern corn blight, livestock
vision
Class John W. Hibbs, son of
Specialist Menees earned the Force Commendation Medal E. Pawlukiewicz, Mark Wayne men and dairymen should conMr. and Mrs. John W. Hibbs of
Phipps, Ronald Lee Wall, Car- sider having their silage anafor meritorious service at Keesler AFB, Miss.
Water Valley, Ky., has report- award
gunner with Company A. Sergeant Butler, a medical men Parks Weaks - all gradu- lysed by U. T. Forage Testing
ed for duty with Headquarters as a
Laboratory,
1st Battalion, 502nd Infantry in technician, was decorated for ates of Fulton High School;
and Service Battalion, Third
Jane Amberg, Joe Glenn
The U. T. Forage Testing
meritorious service with the
Force Service Regiment at Vietnam.
He entered the Army in 1969 57th Aeromedical Evacuation Barnett, Amy Laura Bondu- Laboratory shows quite a
Camp Foster, Okinawa.
and completed basic training Squadron at Clark AB, Philip- rant, Janie Lee Champion, range in test for various crops.
Jennifer B. Coffman, William In a large number of corn silpines.
at Ft. Polk, La.
He is now serving with the T. Craddock, Rickey Dale age samples, the digestible
He was graduated from FulTi. S. AIR FORCES, Guam—
James, Jane Ruth Johnson, protein ranged from a low of
Staff Sergeant Charles A. Rice, ton County High School, Hick- Keesler Medical Center.
Sergeant Butler is a 1948 Lloyd Richard Jones, James 0.7 percent to a high of 2.9 person of Mrs. Charles A. Rice of man, in 1968.
Kimbro Kearby, James Bro- cent and the total digestible
High
Glass
C.
E.
of
graduate
212 Browder St., Fulton, Ky.,
naugh Major, Michael Madison nutrients ranged from 15.2 perBILOXI, Miss. — Master School.
is on temporary duty with the
His wife, Hazel, is the dau- Major, Joseph Davis Sanger, cent to 30.8 percent. If we bal43rd Strategic Wing at Ander- Sergeant Lindsey W. Butler,
Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. Lind- ghter of Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Nancy Hale Sanger - all gradu- ance a dairy ration using these
sen AFB, Gaum.
Ides of Hickman High School., two alleges supplemented with
Sergeant Rice, a Strategic say W. Butler Sr., Rt. 4, Lynch- Ligons of-Hickman, Ky.
a 15 percent digestible protein
(18 percent crude protein)
grain mixture that costs 4
cents per lb., the extra cost of
grain to make the low sample
equal the high is 52 cents per
cow per day. With a 50 cow
herd this would amount to $26
per day.
ALFALFA COMING BACK
The alfalfa weevil has not
been too difficult to control the
last two years and several
farmers are going back to
growing alfalfa in Obion Coun.
ty.
Mr. L. L. Scott and Mr. J. E.
both live near Hornwho
Scott
beak can testify as to how
large an amount of the highest
quality hay can be grown on a
small acreage of land.
This year the Scott Brothers
have cut their alfalfa five
times and both have fields of
alfalfa that have hit the six
ton per acre yield of alfalfa
hay. Mr. J. E. Scott has one
six acre field that he has seBYBEE WARE--Assorted articles line the walls of
cured 1199 bales of hay from
the pottery's sales shop.
this, year.
Last spring several local
growers had to spray their alfalfa fields one time to control the alfalfa weevil while a
For five generations, Bybee Pottery, the oldest
number of growers did not
have to spray at all for weevil
existing pottery west of the Alleghanies, has been
control.
THE POTTER'S HANDS—Walter L. Cornelioperated by the Cornelison family. Located in
Haywood Green at Meson
son, present owner of Bybee Pottery, uses the
Hall told me last week that he
the small rural village of Bybee, on Highway 52
potter's wheel to shape clay.
would really be in a more terrible shape for winter feed of
in Madison County, the rustic pottery stands as
his dairy herd if he had not had
a landmark of pioneer days.
an alfalfa field this year to cut
(Photo Story by Karen Tam & Lois Campbell)
hay from. Several Obion County Dairymen are going into the
winter with a severe shortage
of roughage for their dairy
herds due to the southern corn
blight.

SERVICE

UK Draws
Many From
This Area

Bybee Pottery -.
Shapes in Clay for
Five Generations .

LIKE TO SING?
Local singers are being
sought in order to form a Kentucky Community Choir. Those
joining from Fulton include:
Mrs. Carbilene Bolin, Mr. and
Mrs. Barry Adams and Mrs.
Nelson Tripp. If you are interested in joining this group of
individuals who love to sing,
contact or call Harry Adams
at 472-3851.

Co.

WHERE PAST IS PROLOGUE--This antique building has housed the pottery works for
over a century.

NOT JUST A HOLE IN THE GROUND. Shown here is an aerial view of Roy Stewart Stadium
under construction at Murray State University. To be located on the northeast corner of the
100-acre main campus at the intersection of U. 5. 641 and the Ky, 121 bypass, the structure
will have a 20-000-seat capacity. According to Ted Bradshaw, director of development at
MSU, completion is scheduled in time for the 1971 football season. The complex will also
house classrooms, offices, training rooms, dressing rooms, equipment rooms, a weight room,
track practice areas, lounges, ticket booths, concession booths, restrooms, and a ROTC rifle
range. Shown in the background are Elizabeth Hall (far left) Hester Hall (right) and Hart
Hall (center).

• Chestnut Glade
By Mrs. Harvey Vaughan

THAT'S A FACT

Another rainy Monday morning is somewhat discouraging
to farmers who are in the
midst of harvesting at this
time. Apparently most corn
has been harvested, but very
few acres of the many acres of
the bean crop have been harvested in this area.
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Nanney
received word from their
granddaughter. Magdaline. that
she and her husband. Paul,
Troyer, were planning to take
a European tour during November in which they expect
GET INTO...
to join friends in England and
Goop hAgiT AND
visit Germany, France and
WE po MEAN THESwitzerland. Her mother, Mrs.
HABiT OF BUYiNC,
will
Ohio
Akron,
of
Ruth Miller
U.9SAYINGS 6:..,vos
WHICH PERMITgo to stay at their home in
AMERICANS TO SAVE
California to he with the three
SVSTEMAricALLV VVHiLE
Troyer boys while the parents
THEY WATCH TNEiR
SAVINGS GROW
are away.
AUTOMATICALLY iNTO
Glad to report that Billie
C.,1,95TANNAL REC:
Copeland' reutrnecl from the
Hospital in Memphis last
Thursday and seems to be recovering nicely from ear surBUBBLING OVER!
gery.
EiER vvONGEREO HOw NAN,/
Mrs. Lillian Rhodes remains
BUBW_ES THERE ARE 1; A
a patient in the Volunteer Hos- POur0 OF SOAP? 14ERE'C
oda' in Martin where her con- ANSWER :29344,000;
(YOU CA't CHECK IT
dition is unimproved.
YOL,K
Mrs. Felts Rawls was dismissed from the Volunteer Hospital last Friday and is reported to be improving at her
home. Mr. and Mrs. Fain Routen from Akron. Ohio visited
his cousin. Mr. and Mrs. J. D.
Nalmey-recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Dean Terrell
The Board of Evangelism of
are looking forward to next
Saturday, October 24 when all The Memphis Conference of
United Methodist Church
The
of their children are making
plans to be at home with them is sponsoring a Convocation on
when they observe their 50th Evangelism to be held Thurswedding anniversary. All rela- day, October 22, at the Lamtives and friends are cordially buth College Athletic Centee,
invited to call during the day. Jackson, Tennessee. The proMr. and Mrs. R. E. Taylor gram will begin at 10:30 a. an.
recently observed their 50th and conclude at 2:30 p. m. A
home of their daughter. Mr. box lunch will be served at the
wedding anniversary at the cost of $1.00 per person.
The purpose of the Convocaand Mrs. Mike Nanney.
Sympathy is extended to the tion is to re-emphasize the
family of Virgil Jones who pass- great need for evangelism in
ed away last Wednesday after- our day; to re-study the aim
a long illness. Funeral and bur- of evangelism; and to discover
ways and means of accomial was at Martin Friday.
Thomas Dalton passed away plishing this aim in the local
at the Veterans Hospital in church.
Featured speakers for the
Memphis Thursday after being
a -heart patient since his dis- day will be Dr. Joseph Yeakel,
charge from the service sev- General Secretary of the Board
eral years ago. Funeral service of Evangelism of The United
and burial was at the New Methodist Church, and Bishop
Gerald Kennedy, Resident BisHope Methodist Church.
Several from this community hop, of the Los Angeles Area of
attended the Primitive Baptist The United Methodist Church,
Association which was held at Bishop Kennedy was elected a
bishop in 1948, at the age of
Martin.
Mrs. Margie Graves and 40, the youngest man ever to
elected a bishop of the Methbe
Mrs. Ralph McKnight, of Sheffield, Ala., visited Mrs. D. J. odist Church. He is a noted
Jones in Hillview Hospital last preacher and lecturer across
week. Mrs. Jones was dismiss- the nation, and the author of 23
ed Saturday and is recuperat- books. He was chairman of the
ing in her home, before going denomination's Board of Evanto Memphis for further treat- gelism from 1964-1968.
Reverend William G. Adams,
ment and possible surgery.
Pastor of First United Methodist Church said a large deleShare The News with a Friend
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Fultonians Plan To Attend
Methodist Meeting At Jackson

CONGRATULATIONS!
Joe W. Bolin, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Bolin of Clinton, has
recently been named to the
"Moot Court Board" at the
University of Kentucky College
of Law after two years of elimination competition. Bolin, a
senior, has also been elected
, as vice-president of the 24man "board."

gation from Fulton will be in
attendance.
A goal has been get to have
a minimum of one carload of
members from each of the 296
pastoral charges in the Conference to attend the Convocation.

HOSPITAL NEWS
The following were patients
In Fulton Hospitals the week of
October 21:
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Joyce Morris, Clinton; Ronnie Tibbs, Wingo; Cloyce Conners, Crutchfield; Peggy Clark,
Mayfield; Robert Luter. Hickman; Omer Smith, Judy Workman. Wilma Wllbanks. Fulton;
Tillman Cooley, Terry Stuart,
South Fulton,
FULTON HOSPITAL
Mrs. Zetie Rielly. Miss Clara
Williams, Mrs. Vessie Lamb,
W. H. Mobley, Water Valley;
Edward Shelton, Mrs. Artie
Moore, Wingo; Wes Jones, Imogene Price, Hickman; Mrs.
Darlene McLaren and baby,
Elizabeth Mitchell, Leonard
Barclay, Clinton; Chap Johnson, Ona Williams, Dukedom;
Mary E. Collins, Union City;
0, C. Hastings. Beatrice Beard,
Mrs. Lou Bondurant, Smanthie
Collins, Marie Wolff, Lela Mae
Melton, Martha Gourley, C. C.
Graham,
Beaulah
Jewell,
Nancy Ring, Maurine Thomas,
Clara Lee, Lillian Cobb. Grover
Cleveland Bard, Peck Ellegood,
Eva Williams, Archie Martin,
Edward Benedict, Fulton; Robert Rogers, Hallie Glover, Mrs.
Archlie Hornsby, James R.
Pruett, Sr., Herman Hamilton,
Karl Kimberlin, Lena Roberts,
Lucille Rafferty, South Fulton.

'Thrt
Then

"Never Had It So Good", Says Ex-GI Now Al Murray (Contnuiff7:.

P-6 Fulton Co. News, Thursday, Oct. 22, 1970

One'
FULTON HIGH—
several weeks," he said, "and
(Conttnuect trom Pape Owe'
"I didn't feel like I was in coupe, he toured Italy, Greece,
after considering the many
The completion of our rehe Army—it was the best time Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, East
opportunities available to me
will be with the
evaluation
in
my
life!"
ever had
Germany, and West Germany.
in this fine industry, I just
visitation of a committee from
That is the way Stuart IAWhat had been publicized as
could not turn it down."
Association the Southern
chinsky, a graduate student at "the scenic route" from BulLester's close friend and asApril 5th, 6th and 7th, 1971 at
Murray State University, sum- garia through Yugoslavia besociate
Harold
Garrison
awhich time the committee will
narized his experiences as a came a one-lane dirt road at
greed, in spite of the fact that
M. Livington Wholesale Gro- visit the school, classes, faculty
;pee-5 in the Army's RTO the border crossing. The road's
Garrison
said
that
"Jeff
is
an
cery
Co. of Fulton was burg- members and evaluate all
Rail Transportation Office) in condition was so terrible that
outstanding asset to the educa- larized early Tuesday morn- aspects of our program.
Milan, Italy.
at one point it took Leschinsky
tional process. He is one of ing.
Bobby Snider, Principal
"Never would I have had a four hours to cover 50 miles.
those rare individuals who has
Fulton City High School
Fulton Police discovered the
•hance to ,see all the places I "I went 12 miles down one hill
the respect and confidence of break-in around 2:15 a. m.
w." he emphasized, with before 1 reached the rough
teachers and students alike. His Tuesday.
CONGRATULATIONS!
yes flashing as he recalled bottom," he recalled with a
wide experience in education, An inventory is being taken
of
disguest. "What
"genuine excitement" and sigh
Congratulations to Donna
and
in
dealing
with
people
will
to
find
the
exact amount stol•downright fear" experienced roads!"
was recently
serve him well in his new posi- en. Store officials reported that Sensing, who
• Bulgaria, East Germany. A Bulgarian was hitchhiking
crowned Fulton High Hometion,
yet
his
good
advice
and
shotgun
shells
and
candy
had
with
him between Sofia and
-ugoslavia, and ot'-nr Eurocoming Queen, at the Fulton.
wise counsel will be tremen- definitely been stolen.
Skopje when a cop stopped
can countries.
game here.
dously missed here at Fulton The burglars appirently gain- Fort Campbell
them
for
speeding—the
fine
was
Born and reared in PhiladelCounty High School, and in ed entrance to the store
one
leva
(approximately
5c).
,hia. Leschinsky received a
First
District
educational through the front window.
But Leschinsky was alone
'.a('helor's degree in business
circles."
Thieves also entered the residministration at Murray in when he was stopped by an
Lester is the son of Mr. and dence of W. L. Williamson Sun968 and entered the Army that East German policeman, who
Mrs. W. W. Lester of Bates- day night. A number of items
FOR SALE: Washed deep
spoke no English or Italian,
ummer.
ville, Mississippi. He was born including a color television set, mined 7 x 4 egg coal, also oil
F011owing graduation from for speeding after taking the
in Memphis and was graduated several watches, coins, and treated No. 6 stoker coal, dehe Arm y Transportation wrong fork on an autobahn. "I
from Fulton City High School. guns were reported missing. livered anywhere in Kentucky.
'chool at Ft. Eustis. Va., he was really scared, because I
He attended the University of According to Fulton City Po- Lester Engineering Company,
PC nt approximately six was detained for quite a
Kentucky and was graduated lice, entry was gained through formerly Stamper Coal Comnonths as a household-goods white," he explained. "The dein 1958 from Murray State Uni- a side door leading to the gar- pany, 501 West Broadway, by
nspector at Vicenza, which is lay resulted from the cop's not
versity, where he received a age.
the railroad, Mayfield, Ky.
'0 miles west of Venice. He having change for the 100A similar break-in was remaster's degree in 1962. He
‘valuated claims for damage mark note4 gave to pay my 10holds a Leadership Certificate ported last week in the Deepo military personnel's furni- Mark fine (82.80)."
WEATHER REPORT
(master's and 90 additional wood portion of Fulton at the
After driving around 4,000
•ure shipped from the States.
miles, Leschinsky loaded his LOVELY SCENERY: Stuart Leschinsky of Philadelphia, a graduate student at Murray State hours of graduate study) from J. T. Nanney residence
Then came his "fascinating car at
Thieves
made
off
with
two
Murray.
Bremerhaven on a University, shows the map of his summer European travels to Becky Newton, freshman, from
(From current readings and
oh" at Milan, with "no two freighter
bound for the States.
Lester was football coach at purses and a tape player in a records of Jim Hale, South
Hickman, Ky. This shot shows lovely scenery as he talks about the European scenic vistas in
lays the same" as he assisted
car
parked
in
the
same
neighThen he started the second
Fulton County High from 1962
Fulton.)
ervicemen and their families phase of
(Photo by Wilson Noolley)
his "See Europe" the Alps.
to 1966, and principal of Cayce borhood.
a reaching their destination project.
A one-month EurolElementary
for
the
last
Date
High Lew
)3, plane or train.
pass, purchased for him by his
three years. He has also taught NEW GROUP—
"I found that the higher the parents
OCTOBER 1970
in Philadelphia for
in Fulton City, Paducah, and (cn-fintkid fr.m
One)
•ank held the nicer the men $140, entitled
0
1
92
52
him to first-class
Caruthersville,
Missouri.
program is people oriented, not 2
vere to deal with," Leschinsky
0
90
59
accommodations on any train
Lester and his wife, Nancy, color oriented. We work where 3
aid. Gen. Robert S. Coffin, in 13
0
88
64
counties—and how he
have two children: Drew the need is, whether the people 4
ommander of our Southern used that
0
48
75
Eurolpass!
are white or black."
David, 11, and Elizabeth, 4.
uropean Task Force, he defrost
37
5
78
The VISTAs will live in pri- 6
cribed as "a nice guy."
Superintendent Garrison said
0
43
86
Because of his seven•day
A Democrat, McNeill has
Dee L. McNeill was sworn in
that a replacement for Lester vate homes throughout the four 7
.3
72
63
iuty week he had no weekend
Monday, October 5, as Corn- served as county judge, county
.1
The South Fulton High will be announced at a later counties. They said they will 8
76
84
work both together and on their 9
eaves while stationed in Mi2.2
72
48
-monwealth Attorney by Circuit attorney, city judge, and city School honor roll for the first date.
own, depending on the need.
an. Consequently be accumu0
37
10
68
ofHe
maintains
an
attorney.
Judge Wood C. Tipton. He will
six weeks period is as follows:
ated much leave time and was
11
.4
78 46
hold the position until Com- fice at 1220 Moscow Avenue.
lischarged two months early.
12
1.5
75
61
McNeill is a member of SENIORS — 4.0 students:
monwealth Attorney M. Tipton
"hat's when his "real adven13
.5
74
64
Reed, who is recovering from Woodmen of the World, the Ma- Nancy Bagwell, Denise Coleures" began.
14
trace
67
56
A young Dresden High a heart attack, is able to re- sonic Lodge, the Elks, the Ko- man, Deborah
Driving his Fiat-850 sports
15
64
56
0
Hodges, Jackie
School teacher died -about 12:30 sume his duties. Reed's term sair Temple of the Mystic
16 61
0
50
Shrine in Louisville, and the Hollie, David Puocett, Stephen
a. m. today in Methodist Hos- expires January 1, 1971.
17 63
0
37
Walker.
pital in Memphis after being
McNeill was born in Fulton Christian Church.
18
0
68
40
3.0 or above: Julie Bard, Rita
Mrs. McNeil is the former
found in her automobile Mon- County April 10, 1891, and was
19 60
52
.8
day afternoon with a single raised on a farm. After at- Helen Gould Rice of Hickman. Brockwell, Ricky Brown, Carla
20 61
50
.1
gunshot wound in her head.
tending grade school and high The McNeills have three chil- Greer, Dessie Gattis, Tommy
FIVE YEARS AGO
Miss Betty Lou Winstead, 26, school in Hickman, he attend- dren: Preston, of Carteret, Greer, Mike Haley, Pat HenOCTOBER 1145
was taken to Volunteer General ed the University of Kentucky New Jersey; Roy, of Hickman, drix, Diane Horton, Stan Hurt,
1
7250
Hospital in Martin and later and received his law degree in and Mrs. L. J. Coward of Win- Gary Jetton, Denise Large,
0
2
Was transferred to the Mem- 1916. He has practiced in Hick- ston-Salem, North Carolina: Mike McKinney, Edie May75
44
0
nard, Jerry Oliver, Brenda 0'The Trailblazers Motorcycle phis hospital.
and three grandchildren.
3
76 48
man ever since.
0
Rear, James Phillips, Judy
lid) was well represented on
4
64
The shooting occurred some44
0
Powell, Kathy Proctor, David
iunday, Ocober 18. at the Ken- time after classes at the high
5
42
72
0
NOTEBOOK—
Snead, Dale Walker, Penny
'ake Cycle Club's Hare Scram- school. A 22 caliber pistol was
6
73 45.5
Winston.
'ilers on Blood River. Those found inside the automobile
(Continued From Page One)
7
75 55
.2
!rom the Fulton Club who en- which was parked on the State
8
74
46
0
modern-day youth, more liberal, more
'ered the competition were: 22 by-pass at Dresden.
9
74
40
0
—
4.0
students:
JUNIORS
than
pampered
and
carefree
more
worldly,
Tony Grubbs, Larry Kimbel, Weakley County Sheriff Jer10
82
Jane Fuller, Jane Green, Paul
0
3ob Miller, Butch Workman, ry Riggs had no statement toall the generations of mankind.
11
76 54
Johnson, Michael Milner, Mar.
0
Bon Tabors, Buddy Mosley, day pending completion of his
12
74
38
tha Moore, David Newton,
0
This is not to give a blanket endorseGerald Powell, Ronny Young, investigation.
13
77
35
frost
Dale Yates.
ment of all the actions of the Fulton County
Johnny Wilson and Fletcher
14
83
Miss Winstead was the dau51
.1
3.0 or above: Jimmy Barber,
and Fulton City school boards. I disagree
Demp) Gattis.
15
84
ghter of Mr. and Mrs. Harold
56
0
Mary Jane Cannon, Bobby ColThe course was approximate- Winstead of Dresden, had ob16
87
56
with them often.
0
lier, Mike Easterwood, Paula
'y four miles long, with the rid- tained her master's degree and
0
But the answer to their problems is not Hutchins, Leigh Jeffery, Lionel ANTICIPATING their soon-to-begin service as VSTA volunteers, 17 92 53
?rs making eight laps over this was considered an outstanding
18
89
57
Kaylene Mosley,
0
a visit from Mr. Fancy-Pants from The Hu- McCullum,
'our miles. They ran in the teacher. She had never mar70 64
Jenny Moss, Cathy Owens, Pat- Joe Daley seems pensive and Betsy Granek cheerful. Headquar- 19
trace
mud along the shores of Blood ried.
man Rights Commission, too green to have
20
74
60
ty Parrish, Kay Stunson, Dale ters during their 20-day training period, which began October
0
River, through some pretty
Townsend, Shirley Warren.
a legal practice of his own,and too ripe with
has been the Mississippi River Area Development Council in
NINE YEARS AGO
'hick pine groves and woods
sophistication and pomposity to endure for
OCTOBER 1961
ind along some gravel road.
Fulton.
SOPHOMORES — 4.0 stu1
62
50
.3
All in all, it was a pretty tirefive and one-half misery-filled hours.
dens: Donnie Crews, Dan Cun2
63
43
0
;time thirty-two miles.
ningham, Jean Douglas, Bill
3
70 40
The Trailblazers are really
the
Human
past
for
time
is
long
The
Gray,
Jeff
Hamner,
Gary
4
77
96
0
-wood of their riders. Ten ridDoug Goodman and Carole
Johns, Marilyn Lawson, Cathy
5
78
41
Rights Commission to realize that we do not
0
.rs participated and five of
Cardwell, Fulton County Farm
McKinney,
CA
r
o
1
Nabors,
6
82
43
.hem brought home trophies.
0
have Black students in our schools,today, not
Bureau King and Queen, also
Phillip Wiley.
7
80
47
0
%itch Workman took the first
students.
We
White
have
Debby Sowell, junior division.
have
STUwe
do
Bondur3.0
or
above:
Greg
8
87
56
0
glace trophy in the 125CC
and Denise Wiley. senior diDENTS,PERIOD. And the sooner they per- ant, Mike Brown, Robert Bur9 88
55
class. In the 2500 CC class Bob
0
vision, talent winners, will parrow, Donna Capra, Donna
10
—
Miller won first place: Johnny
systems
to
get
school
on
with
mit all of our
ticipate in the district contest,
C at h y, Deborah Dedmon,
11
86
65
Wilson, second place and Ron2
the business of teaching, these students with- Mary Dunker, Charles Elliott,
to be held at Kentucky Dam
12
90 62
lie Young third place. In the
Village
on
October
26th
Ginger
at
7:30
Fields,
Eddie
Forsythe
and
intimidation
harassment
and
gesout
13 86
57
ipen class Fletcher (Demp)
0
p. in, The state contest will be
Debby Gregory, Glynn Green,
14
66
42
'attis took fourth place trophy.
0
tapo-like tactics the better off all of us will Susan
held at the Kentucky State
Hale, Hardy Higgins,
15
73
32
Blood River is located east of
frost
Farm Bureau convention in - be.
Avonda Hastings, M ar c us
16
85 37
0
Murray on Kentucky Highway
Louisville November 15-18.
Johnson, Joyce King, Janice
17
83
40
10 and is owned by TVA. It
0
Laird,
James
Mithias,
Lynn
18
82
41
The mission of the VISTAs you will
s an excellent place for camp0
Powell, Greg Rose, Jennie
GOOD LUCK
19 62 41
ng or picnicking. The Trail0
issue. Eight young and
about
in
this
read
Rushing,
Hannah
Wheeler,
Eric
Fishel.
11
years
20
old,
64
and
41
flazers carried a basket lunch
0
eager individuals sent forth into this GodEloise Wilson, Kathy Whitlock,
Ind combined picnicking and the son of Mr. and Mrs. James
Tommy Wright.
forsaken desert of humanity, to rescue our
'notor cycling. Everyone had a Fishel of Fulton, was a division winner recently in the
•nost enjoyable day.
impoverished brethren from bondage, from
zone Punt, Pass, and Kick conFRESHMEN — All 3.0 or
serfdom,from the rigors of slavory they have
test at Trenton, Tenn. He will
above: Myra Atkins, Lynn
now compete in the district
just learned about from Uncle Tom's Cabin. Brown, Gwen Browder, Vicki
competition in Memphis.
Cruce, Bennie Campbell, PaThey come here, of their very own
See us for - - choice,from the crime-ridden, drug infested, tricia Counsell, Sherri Eastep,
BE A SPORTI
Vicki Ferguson, Dick Green,
Your insurance Needs
government-corrupted cities of Philadelphia, Don Green, Teresa Holman,
All members of the Bulldog
Club at Fulton High School are
Boston, Baltimore, and New York to work
Kathy Hale, Priscilla Johnson, MONKEYBARS? Mary Pfeiler and Rich Brainerd seem to be
ANDREWS
urged to be at the gym on
Donald Lewis, Katie Malray, thinking about how they'd like to enjoy a climb. They'll be down
among the poor in our four-county area.
Thursday evenings at 7:30
Robin Milner, Richard Par- to earth again Monday, October 26, when
Jewelry Company
their work with VISTA
I have talked with them, and with
p. m. to play volley ball, basham, Mark Robey, Valerie
begins.
Fulton 472-1341
ketball or weight-lifting.
others before them.
Wallace, Joseph Wilson.
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Miss Katherine Peden, Kentucky stateswoman, business
executive, and industrial consultant,' will speak at the seminar to be sponsored by the Paducah-Kentucky Lake Chapter,
the National Secretaries Association (International), to be held
at Paducah Community College
Saturday, Nov. 7.
The seminar will present,
three facets of woman's role today; namely, in the home in the
business world, and as a citizen.
Miss Peden will discuss woman's role as a citizen and her
reaponsibilitis W government,
brie was named by President
Johnson to the 11-member National Advisory Commission on
Civil Disorders in July, 1967.
Currently, she se ryes as a
member of the executive committee of the National Democratic Party's Reform Commission; ,a trustee of the Founda4ion to Improve Television; the
board of directors of American
Bureau for Medical Aid to Nationalist China; and the board of
the Arthritis Foundation of Kentucky.
In 1961-62, she was national
?resident of the 180,000-member
Business and Professional Womm's Federation of the Unite(
itates slid a committee mem
tier of the late President Ken
nedy's Commission on the Stat
is of Women.
In 1988, Miss Peden sought
elective public office for the

...„,,,ARKE
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BEND YOUR BACK AND SAVE THE JACK
— ALL SALES FINAL —
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Bay Family Shoe Store - Fulton, Ky.
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la6t
Arim17tAkspokesman in Louisville said Thursday that the air.
craft was inadequately certified
for the flight.
The companies involved are
Executive Investment Corp. of
Louisville, Louisville Aircraft
Leasing Co., and Aire Internationale Inc., a Louisiana firm
with a Louisville office.
A probe of the Murray State
flight was begun after the Oct.
2 crash of a plane carrying
part of the Wichita State University football team. Thirteer
of the players and 17 othei
persons were killed in the crash
in the Colorado Rockies.
That plane - a Martin 404 was owned by Jack Richards
Aircraft Co. of Oklahoma City.
The same firm owns the Martin
404 used b% the Murray team

NEW APPOINTEE--Gov. Louie B. Nunn congratulates
Joe Lane .Travis, left,
Glasgow attorney, following his appointment to the Public Seivice
Commission.
Travis, a lieutenant colonel in the U.S. Army Reserve, succeeds
Thomas D.
Emberton, who resigned last week. (Steve Mitchell Photo)

ALAMO, Tenn. — Sophomore
tailback Darrell Williams was
a literal one-man football team
here Friday night in South Ful
ton's 19-8 victory over Alamo.
Williams, the Red Devils' 5-11,
160-1b. demon scored all 19 of
his team's points in the first
half. Neither squad could cross
the payoff line in the final half.
Williams opened the scoring
with a 7-yard run, but a point-after kick failed.
Alamo then took its only lead
of the game when Phil Kale —
who scored all eight of his
team's digits—caught a 5.5-varel

40011:

MOONLIGHT MADNESS SALE
THURSDAY OCTOBER 22nd 7 P M. TILL 10 P.M.
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Console Stereo

CE-It Fool
Refrigerator
$159.95

WITH

HASSOCK
$4.78
STEAM

TREE
LAMPS
$6.88

AND

DRY IRON
$6.88

interest to Homemakers

Louisville aviation lirms
ase being eutified they violated
FAA regulations in providing a
chartered plane for the Murra:'
State University football team

Red Devils Rush
Past Alamo Eleven

SHOES FOR MEN - WOMEN - CHILDREN

4G0

Of

F.F.A. Charges Violations
On Murray Chartered Plane

A "Three-Dinner Package Financing Progra m'' for the
Combs - Carroll campaign has
been announced by Robert Mat.
thews, state chairman of the
campaign for Bert Combs fiat
governor and Julian Carroll tot
lieutenant governor in next
KATHERINE PEDEN
year's Democratic primary.
A $100-a-plate Dinner will be
first time and became Ken- held at Louisville's Executive
tucky's first woman nominee Inn on the evening of Nov. 23.
for the U.S. Senate. She is list- Two regional dinners, at $20-aed in "Who's Who in America," plate, are scheduled for Ken"Who's Who in Commerce and Bar Inn near Gilbertsville on
Industry," and "Who's Who of the night of Dec. 10, and in
American Women."
Lexington on a January date to
be announced.
Miss Peden is a member of
Chairman of the dinner in
the First Christian Church of
liopkinsville. She was Hopkins- Louisville will be David A.
ville's 1952 "W oman of the Jones of Louisville, a founder
of Extendicare, Inc. and its
Year."
chief executive officer. Jones is
She maintains Industrial Cona certified public accountant
itiltant offices in Louisville and
attorney, and a civic leader
I-lopkinsville; is president of and
Housing Systems, Inc.; and, is in Jefferson County.
Chairman of the Western
nyner-president or Radio StaKentucky Dinner is Smith
le!) WNVL, in Nicholasville.
Bmadhent Jr.. Cadiz,

Buy One Pair, At The Reg.Low Price. Pick Another of Equal or
Lesser _Value FREE!

I
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Dinners Set
For Combs
And Carroll

MOONLIT! MADNESS 7 To 10 P.M.
Two For One —Floor Sale
I

THE NEWS

cos

SECOND
SECTION

AM - FM Radio
$99.95
2 - Table

LAMPS
$10.00

pass on a reverse play. He rumbled in then for the two-point
conversion and the hosts led,
8-6.
But Williams had seen enough.
After a brilliant 62-yard setup
play by Rodney Cummings, Williams scampered in from six
yards away and the Red Devils
led, 12-8. A run failed, and the
period ended at that score.
But again in the second frame.
Williams was more than the Alamo defenders could handle. He
added another 7-yard TD, then
-Win the two-point conversion
aeorss for the final scoring of
the game.
Fulton City, praised for its defensive work by Coach Terry
Beadles, puts its 4-3 mark on the
line at home against fulton City
next week.
south Fulton
Alamo

12 7 0 0-19
8 0 0 0-5
SF—Darrell William, 7-run; kick
failed.
Al—Phil Kale, 55-nass, Kale run.
SF—Williams, 9-run; run failed.
SF—Williams. 7-run• Williams run

Mayfield
ASCS Hit
By Fire
MAYFIELD, Ky.,
-A
fire about midnight Friday has
caused an estimated $10,000
damage to the building housing
the Agricultural Stab ilization
Conservation Service, according
to the owner, John Waters.
Firemen answered the alarm
about 11:30 p.m. Friday at 7th
and Indiana streets, three
blocks south of the Graves
County Courthouse, and remained on the scene until after
1 a.m, to contain the blaze.
No other buildings around the
fire were damaged but the blaze
did cause heavy damage to the
interior of the ASCS office.
Two fire trucks were at the
scene and all available firemen
were called in to fight the blaze.

BARMAID BARRIER DOWN
VICTORIA, B.C.
Wornen have cracked another male
barrier in British Columbia. The
provincial government recently
anounced that barmaids would
be allowed to serve beer in hotel
beverage rooms. Previously only
male waiters were allowed in
B.C. beer parlors.

for its Sept. 19 night fro..
Paducah, Ky. to Fairfield,
Iowa, for a game with Parsons
College.
The FAA spokesman, who
declined to be identified, said
the craft was leased and released by the three Louisville
firms before it was chartered
for the Murray team.
FAA officials say such corss.
plicated leasing arrangements
make it difficult to trace the
party actually responsible for a
plane and that such arrangements are apparently used to
bypass federal certification reguirements,

U.S. Investments
In Alien Plants Rise
NEW YORK — Direct investments of U.S. firms in foreign
subsidiaries plants and other facilities soared from $3.8 billion
in 1960 to an estimated $10.5
billion last year.

Barbecue
/ Call Us — 479-9082

ALL B F
BIG HAMBURGERS

45c

Fried Chicken - Pizza - Thick Shakes
Bands—Thursday, Friday, and Sat. Niles

Sunday Open 5 p. m.To 8 p. rn

47310112

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS

WALL
PAINT

sALE
A GREAT VALUE

LATEX FLAT
$3194
BUDGET PRICED

LATEX FLAT
$419 $569

Camper-Trailers

Popular

501 Nylon
CARPET
$3.99 sq. yd.
Easy
Terms
Free
Delivery

Electric Carving
Innerspring Mattress

ICHIFE
$6.88

AND

Box Spring
$59.95 the set

WADEtd

TRADE WITH WArti AND

472401

'batlike co,

AVII

14 Lake St,

Fulton,

STOCKHOLM—The number of
camper-trailers in use in Sweden
has jumped from 6,000 in 1961
to 47,000 at present; by the mid1970s the number is expected to
reach 100,003.

OUR VERY BEST

LATEX FLAT
Regularly

95 $8.59

$6

-CONDITIONER

COVERS
$1.59 ea.
WE MAKE KEY

Railroad Salvage
Company
Lake $t — Fulton, Ky.

PER
GALLON

THE SHERWIN-WILLIAMS CO.
114 LAKE STREET • PHONE 472 - 2864

Fulton, Ky.

Drive Helps
New Wildlife Society
Organized In Kentucky Health Center
FRANKFORT, Ky.—Kentucky. part of the earnings of the corWildlife Federation Foundation, poration shall insure to the beneInc., an organization designed fit of members, officers or direcfor education purposes in the tors.
field of soil, forest, water, air
Paul, w h o presided at the
and wildlife, was formed at the
meeting, said the organization
regularly meeting of the league
was designed so awards or
of Kentucky Sportsmen cabinet
trophies may be given by the
held at Louisville.
Foundation for deserving purAs provided by the by-laws of poses and so money raised
the new organization, the past through dues, sportsmen's funcpresident of the League, John tions and solicitations, as well
Osborne, of Russell Springs, was as gifts and grants, may be promade president of the Founda- perly distributed for educational
tion. The Board of Directors of purposes.
the Foundation are those persons who serve the League in
such capacity; the meetings of
the Foundation are to coincide
with the meetings of the League
LAGUNA HILLS, Calif. (AP)
cabinet. Named vice - president
— Lions are being exported
was Edgar Paul, Louisville, prefrom the United States to Akin
sident of the League, and Ed
ca.
Jackson, Louisville, w a s apFour cubs are being shipped
pointed as Secretary-Treasurer.
tO individual kennels to Nairobi,
The by-laws point out that the Kenya, where
Columbia PicFoundation is to operate exclu- tures is filming
"Living Free,"
sively for charitable, scientific, a sequel to the
movie "Born
or educational purposes and no Free."

Lions Exported
To Africa

One of the 13 agencies benefited by the Obion County's linitec
Fund drive, which is now building up steam, is the Northwest
Tennessee Mental Health Center located in offices at Obion
County General Hospital.
According to drive chairman
Dr. Merles
Cohen, the first
financial reports indicate that
$2,500 already has been turned
in and that much more is stilt
In the hands of various chairmen.
He said he hopes to wind up
the drive, which has a goal of
$55,000, by the end of
this
month.
The
Northwest Tennessee
Mental Health Center, which
serves Obion, Dyer, Lake and
Weakley counties, is headed by
Dr. M.C. Glasgow, psychiatrist and director of the center. Dr. Milton Simmons of the
University of Tennessee 'sets°
on the staff in the position of
psychologist. Dr.
Simmons
works only one full day each
week. Other members of the
staff are Mrs. Jack Burchard,
social worker, and Mrs. Ruth
Stone, office manager.
Services
performed by the
center in Mon County are var-

F.ulton, Ky.
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led. Obion County school children are served by psychological
testing
for learning difficulties and emotional problems. By
this service, learning difficulties can be Din-pointed and
recommendations made. Where
there is need the treatment Is
followed by psychiatric counseling by Dr. Glasgow.
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School Tax
'Freeze'
Test Seen

Psychiatric examinations are
made for other agencies in the
county in order that they may
better serve an individual or
family. Evaluation and recommendations are made on request
of the County Judge, the VocaRehabilitation Departtional
ment, Department of Public
Welfare, Health Department and
private physicians. Evaluations
and recommendations are made
for hospitalization for emotional
and psychiatric problems.

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
The city school board has gained support for its planned court
test of Kentucky's controversial
freeze on property tax revenues
from three education associations representing thousands of
teachers.
The Kentucky, Jefferson County and Louisville education associations announced Friday their backing of the city
proposal.
Many citizens of Obion County board's
are seen on a private basis by
Many school systems have
for diagnosis and complained of financial difficulthe center
therapy. Some people are offer- ties since a special session of
ed specialized services such
the 1965 General Assembly froze
as counseling on alcoholism or
property tax revenues, except
drug abuse.
for two 10-cent increases taken
in the two subsequent years.
patients, when
Discharged
The Louisville Board plans to
from Western State
referred
ask the city's Board of AlderPsychiatric Hospital, are folmen to levy a school tax rate
lowed for therapy and medication.

SAVINGS FOR NIGHT OWLS!
LANDMARK NOTLD-Dr. Hambleton "l'app, chairman of the heritage Commission,
recognized a number of Monroe Co. structures as Kentucky landmarks at.the recent
Heritage Luncheon in conjunction with Tompkinsville's Sesquicentennial celebration. Here, Charlotte Strode, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Strode, accepts a
certificate honoring the Sirode-I.yons Funeral Home, a former residence, and birthmgrcssitiati Tint Lee Carter.(Gary Iluddleston Photo)
place of Fifth Di...Ric'

Murray Regional Library
Shows Exhibition By Monk
MURRAY, Ky. — The Kentucky Department of Libraries
is sponsoring an exhibition of
woodcuts and linocuts by Brother Lavrons Nielsen in regional
libraries throughout the state.
The exhibit opened today at
the Calloway County Public Library, 710 Main St., and will
run through Nov. 3. Calloway

County serves as headquarters
for the Purchase Regional Library.
The name of Lavrans on the
prints is the signature of Brother Lavrans Nielsen, a Trappist
monk for 13 years in Central
Kentucky. This is his first public showing outside the monastery gatehouse, where visitors

and guests have become familiar with his graphics.
Over the years, along with his
regular work in the monastery
—Brother Nielsen milks the
cows—he has continued his self
education in art, concentrating
on three divergent forms: woodcuts, icons, and oil paintings.
In designing the Abbey's annual Christmas and Easter
cards, Brother Nielsen chooses
woodcuts and engravings as an
"honest" way of reproduction
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BOYS
KNIT SHIRTS

$100
ii And $1.50

Mountain Mist Cotton - - - $1.49
35c

41 Inch Brown Domestic yd.

Mens Corduroy Jackets
$12
99
And Bush Coats
To $18.99
Reg. $4.95 Textralized Nylon

MEN'S KNIT SKIRTS

A00

f'"? „t:i: $
=7.:,,71::::'
1

'0",::" "„:::,, °I.71;cs.gm. nti
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Stores Will Close Thursday
At 5 P. M. And Reopen
7: TO 10: P. M.
FREE DRINKS—
Coca - Cola — Pepsi Cola
Pure Milk
Hot Dogs and Candy
For Sale By The
Fulton Band Boosters

SHOP THESE
Participaiing Firms —
A &P
Bay Family Shoe Store
Ben Franklin Store
Budget Shop

IN EVERY STORE
FOR SHOPPERS!

E W.James & Sons
Kasnow's
Leader Store

City Drug Store
City National Bank
Dimero
Dotty Shop

BARGAINS

K.Homra Store

Evans Drug Store
Fulton Bank

National Store
Noffel's
Soarn Roebuck & Co:
Twin City Furn. Store
Fulton Daily Leader

Fulton Hdwe. & Furo. Wade
Furniture
Store
Western Auto Store
Graham Furniture
W F 17
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School'Boards Group
Elects Mayfield Man
-Rill Peak, Mayfield
LAKE BARKLEY LODGE,
funeral director, was elected chairman of the First Region,
Kentucky School Boards Association, at a regional meeting here
Peak, who is a member of the Mayfield Independent Board
of Education, succeeds John
Hick s, Marshall County, as
First Region chairman. He will
assume his new duties at the
association's state convention
next March.
Dr. Donald L. Wight, a Marion
dentist and member of the Crittenden County Board of Education, was elected vice chairman
by some 80 regional school
board members and superintendents attending the meeting.
Maurice D. Bement spoke on
areas of concern to local board
members, emphasizing drug
abuse, the voucher plan, performance contracting, Kentucky
Forum for Education, profesBILL PEAK
sional negotiations, due process
of law, accountability, public aid tion, briefly reviewed various
to non-public schools, and pub- challenges facing local boards of
tic school finance,
education in Kentucky including
"No school, large or small, or- teacher strikes, legal actions, Iiban or rural, is completely im- nances and student dissent.
muse to the horrors of drug A general panel composed of
abuse," Bemont said, "and the Bryan, M. H. Ryan, Murray, imonly effective antidote is preven. mediate past president of the asdon."
sociation, J. T. Clifton, director
Bement urged board members of field services for the state
to join with other groups in their association, regional chairman
cities and communities to set Hicks, and Reed Conder, Marup drug education programs.
shall County superintendent, reF. C. Bryan, Mt. Sterling, acted to question put to them
president pf Abe stale associa- by the larger group.

Chops

FULTON, Ky. — The Fulton
City Bulldogs, sparked by the
running of Marvin Green and
the passing of Charles Whitnel, trounced the visiting Union
City Tornadoes, 34-6, in a game
here Friday night.
Green, a 186-1b. senior fullback, ran for second quarter
touchdowns of 22 and 25 yards
respectively, while Whitnel, a
160-1b. junior quarterback,
passed for a touchdown in the
fourth quarter, and added the
two-point conversion on a pass
to Ricky Robertson. Whitnel
also ran for another two-point
play.
The Bulldogs tallied in the
opening stanza as end Hoyt
Moore trotted into the end zone
frotti 46 yards out.
"irstlisaugeas,added to Ful-

Lb

Lb

urger

Lb

OR MORE

1 Beef
Franks CHUNK
Bologna
Prime Cut Cod Lb.69C
A & P VAC-PAK
Lb

SUPER-RIGHT SKINLESS
120Z. PKG.58C
SUPER-RIGHT

68c

Lb

CATFISH STEAKS or

ton City's score with a 39-yard
touchdown run on a pass interception.
The Tornadoes got their only
score of the night when Steve
Howell plunged into the end
zone from one yard out in the
second quarter.
The Bulldogs now have a season record of 5-2, and will travel
to South Fulton, Tenn. next
Friday to take on the Red
Devils.
Union City
Fulton City

684
29ICED C
69ORME C
59c
69c

"

OLE

Fulton Bulldogs
Chase Union City

0 6 0 0- 6
6 14 0 14-34

FC-Hoil Moore. 46-run; kick failed.
EC-Marvin Green. 21-run; kick
failed.
UC-Steve Howell. 1.run; run failed.
PC-Green, 25-rim; Charles Whitnel

7

1 LB. PKG.

Bacon

88c
79c
39:

Lb.

Lb.

Canned Ham
TREASURE CHEST

8-0Z. PKG.

FC-steve Erickson. 30-run, run
failed.
FC-Mike Smith. 34-easa from Whit.
nel; Ricky Robertson pass from Whit.
nal.

SEMI-BONELESS

Work Begins On UC
Municipal Building
Work has begun on GnionCityts
Municipal Building and Thursday
Contractors of Paris drove
its first test piling to determine
the exact type of foundation to be
used on the structure.
Loading tests are being taken
an the piling and, if all goes

AMP

Flag House To Be
Declared Londntark
BALTIMORE—The Star-Spangled Banner Flag House in Baltimore has been declared ready
for designation as a National
Historic Landmark. It was there
that Mary Young Pickersgill
made the 30-by-42-foot flag that
flew over Fort McHenry in the
Battle of Baltimore in 1814 and
Inspired Francis Scott Key to
write "The Star Spangled Ban.
her,"

well, Bob Pedigo, job superintendent, said work will begin
immediately setting 150 more
ptlings on which the foundations
will rest.
On Monday heavy equipment
moved onto the site and began
tearing out sections of Washington Avenue and the parking
lot which lies between Perkins
and Depot streets.
While no completion date has
been set, the contractors feel
the structure can be completed
within 10 months, Mr. Pedigo
said.
The new structure, which will
face the courthouse, will house
the city hall, police and board
of education functions of the city
and will contain a combination
council chamber and city courtroom.

BATHROOM TISSUE

3

Delsey

79t

2-CT.
PKGS.

VINE RIPENED

Tomatoes

Doctor
On the Kitchen'

I.

DM=
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byConsultant,
LaurenceNational
M. Hursh,Dairy
M.D.Council
EATING ON THE ROAD
Does your husband travel a
great deal? If not, does he nevertheless eat out often? Most businessmen, one way or another, do
eat a great many of their meals
away from home.
For that matter, even if your
husband is home for all meals
except lunch, how would you
describe his eating habits? Good
or poor?
In discussing problems facing
the businessman who travels, we
will also be talking about the
way every adult man should eat
So here goes.

Restaurant Trend

One of the greatest concerns
of nutritionists is the seeming
trend in restaurants for menus
to drift more and more toward
potato, lettuce
with a choice of dressing,
a beverage.
As

JANE PARKER

where near the recommended
amounts of tomatoes and citrus
fruits, and dark green and deep
yellow vegetables, even at home.
Milk drinking among adults, too,
is generally under par.
As Dr. Hill states: "Many consumers believe they outgrow
their need for nutrients because
they confuse a need for nutrients
with a need for particular foods.
For example, they believe
outgrow completely their need
for milk and often shortchange
themselves where calcium is concerned."

Calcium Need Persists
Apparently a lot

of people do
not know their need for calcium
persists throughout life - and
that milk and milk products are
source of about 75% of
in our

SOUTHERN STAR

SNOWY

49t

16 OZ. PKG.

WHIPPED STICK MARGARINE37c

Blue Bonnetig

plan sufficient calcium in one's
diet

has said:

are not just for
ng kids. We

nag your husband, if necessary, about his eating habits
Suggest fruits
in
his meals,
And point out specifically, that
a lettuce

of

POTATO CHIPS
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a
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of

$119

doesn't

Can

and vege-

tables.
are not eating any-I Deed for

IVORY LIQUID
DETERGENT
22 OZ. BTL.
With This Coupon
Good At A&P Food Stores
Good Thru Sat., Oct. 24
Reg. Price Without Coupon
Limit I Coupon Per Customer

4/9

CUT GREEN BEANS,6-02
EARLY GARDEN PEAS
SPINACH
CORN 17_02 "YOUR CHOICE"
17-0Z

15-02

STYLE

Cal

OR

KLEENEX
TOWELS

BOUTIQUE
PRINTS

JUMBO
ROLLS
With This Coupon
Good At A&P Food Stores
Good Thru Sat. Oct. 24
Reg. Price Without Coupon
Limit I Coupon Per Customer

;
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HOP SOUTH FULTON
Buster MOONLIGHT MADNESS
AnTE
Savings! 710 Pri
Check every ad

Moonlight Madness Values You Can't Afford To Miss!
Girls & Boys
I
One Table Of
I
Ladies
PERFUME
Advertised In
SOCKS
! Odds & Ends
HOSIERY
Vogue.
49c Values

$20.00 Value

11c pr.

99c

Values to $5.00
Your Choice

!
I

Regularly
3 Pair $1.00
Your Choice

_. one pr. to customer ii As long 50c
as

or

(THURSDAY NIGHT ONLY)
— by —
erjj

Louis G

— Botany 500
sataviiat

644d ht,_
'1' others)

S2.48

Values Up To $65.00

60% OFF

i
LIBERTY SUPER MARKET SOUTHSIDE
DRUG COMPANY

SOUTH FULTON, TENN.

PHONE 479.2262

Where You Always SAVE MORE

Moonlight Madness Specials

MOONLIGHT MADNESS SPECIALS

6 to 10: p. m. Plenty of Free Parking

Specials Start At 6 P. M.

Regular 39c Gleem Toothpaste
4 for $1.00
lb. 19c ,

With $5.00 Purchase
No Coupon Necessary

Reg.$1.09 Family Size CREST
Only 67c

6 p.m.- 10 p. m.
KRAFT — (Limit One)

Miracle Whip

quart 4k

6 p. m.- 10 p. m,
SHOWBOAT

f

CLOTHESLINE

Southern Village
. .
Shopping Center
I South Fulton

— Complete Assortment Of

10%

HALLOWEEN CANDY

OFF

Regular retail price!

Prices Good Thursday Night

Plenty
Of
Free
Parking

ONLY

Drive
-In
Window

..,... .. ..•
910 „W.f....

i

3 HOURS ONLY

Thursday Evening

Only 20 to sell at this low price!

Sears
.

.

SEARS CATALOG SALES OFFICE
(We will close at 5: p. m.and reopen at 7: p. m.) Broadway, South
Fulton 479-1420

Southern Village Shopping Center

MENS TIES

NYLONS

EA.

9P. M.
To
10 P. M.
SPECIAL
LIMITED 6 Pr. To Customer
TZERIFIC
— GIRLS

o
T
00 60 - 75 - 100
I
o lgYlit
WATT
ENTIRE STOCK
SUPER SPECIAL

0Tonight
i

_
BLOUSES and
SLIM JIMS

SPORT SHIRTS
Long
Sleeve

Tonight
Only
Reduced

SoRds And Jacquards

BEAI
Giant Size

BONUS

DETEE

SAI

"PEGGY PERCALE"

310

Lilly
Pink
!
F
:
u1
n
caiOt

MAC

Big Selection a Slykii_and
Colon. Save Now

DOUBLE KNIT DRESS PRINTS

YD,

Morton Hi

— LADIES

BOY'S

33

MISS LI:
Ficyn4 Top
Sandwich L

JUICE

%

Val. To
$6.95 Yard

CC
ORANGE

"WESTINGHOUSE"

60 INCHES WIDE

Cofb

Frosty Acri

7

0

FOLGER

Buns 8c
Brown &
ROLLS

WINTER COATS LIGHT BULBS WINTER COATS
OFF
EACH
OFF
LADIES

SIZE 6 TO 16
You 'W1111 Like These

7 to 10 p. m.

THE DAISY

LADIES

1

$9.44

.

$3.00

7P. M. Door Busier

Retail $
.,..........-.
--

2 Pairs For

on.. •nr
8:
8:30 - 8: Fri.. Sat.

BIG, BIG ASSORTMENT
Be Here At 7 p. in. SHARP!

•
Polaroid"Swinger"Camera
,

NIXES

MOONLIGHT MADNESS DOOR BUSTER'S

6 p. m.- 10 p. m.

POTATOES

Pillsbury

$4.50

Lady Hose Holder for

615 Broadway
South Fulton, Tenn.

Pork &Beans 300 size 11 for $1.
Reg. 99c Aqua Net Hair Spray
6p.m.. iop.m.
BRI - TEX
Only 39c
BLEACH
12 gal. 10c
RED

SH
CAKE

Sally J. Baker, Owner & Mgr.'

Reg. $1.19 12-oz. SCOPE
Only 67c

ANY COSMETIC PURCHASE
From 6 p.m. To 10 p.m.
10 lb. bag 39c

FREE PAIR OF HOSE with each Magic

FINESSE PANTY HOSE

8p. m. - 10 p. m. — ONLY

FRYERS 3-limit

V2PRICE

Manufacturer's Suggested Retail

SO. FULTON. TENN.

For

, OTHER "MADNESS" SPECIALS!! ,
Magic Lady Girdles

THE HOBBY HOUSE

!

MURRAY, Ky.
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Register during Moonlight Madness
Thursday evening; nothing to buy.
Drawing Thursday night
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POLAROID
Land Pack

WIN A $10.00 GIFT
CERTIFICATE

Famous Make Sport Coats

25C

they last

FILMS!

Sock
Depa

Pa:e

9 P. M. SPECIAL
UNBLEACHED

MUSLIN

CHARM L
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AMOUR

TIE111111

CRISCO
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Solids and Pretty Prints
SEW and SAVE

STOCK UP NOW

••••I

Pa e

Sociology And Anthropology
Department Organized At MSU
MURRAY, Ky. — For the first
time in the history of the institution, a Department of Sociology and Anthropology has been
organized at Murray State University, Dr. Walter E. Blackburn, dean of the School of Arts
and Sciences, has announced.
Named chairman of the new
department is Dr. John H. Watson, who recently joined the
Murray State faculty from Mississippi State University, where
he was head of the same department.

Wallace Haggett, a native of
Muhlenberg County and former
director of the Human Services
Program at the University of
Tennessee, has been named director of the social work program within the new department, Dr. Blackburn said.
Prior to that, Baggett was a
psychiatric Arial worker for
seven years with the Mental
Health Center at Paducah.
Four other faculty members,
two of whom are new this fall,
will make up the new depart-

ment. They are:
Robert Whitten, a Massachusetts native and doctoral candidate at the University of Kens come to Murray
tucky. He
from More. id State University
where he taught last year.
Theodore Boyer, who recently
received his master's degree
from Brigham Young University,
Provo, Utah, and a native of
Oregon.
W. A. Smith, who has been
member of the Murray facult)
in the social Tences since 1964

For Your Shopping Convenience OEN

Magic

llmr
71.91iur
Sat.

Pillsbury 18-oz. Boxes

with coupon below

WHOLE
LB.

For

AMIDS

2 1/2 lb.

WAGON TRAIL

Morrell Brand Boneless

CANNED

CHICKASAW
SLICED RINDLESS

303
can

JOWL

RICHTEX
VEGETABLE

MISS LIBERTY

GRADE "A"
MED.

Frozen 2 Lb. Bags Garden Delight

ORANGE

FRENCH

Can

FRUIT COCKTAIL 4- 303 Cans $1.00
16 oz. $11
cans

BEANS

SACRAMENTO

8-oz. Can 10c

TOMATO SAUCE

Giant Size-Box

REELFOOT LITTLE CHIEF BRAND

FRANKS

Thighs

lb. 59c

Legs

lb. 59c

Wings

lb. 29c

Back and Necks

lb. 15c

Fresh

Fresh

Liver lb.89c Gizzards lb. 39c

Shank Portion
15b.to 7
avg.

11)

FRESH SLICED

55c
lb. 45c

BEEF LIVER
FRESH

16 oz,,

lb 25c

NECK BONES

DETERGENT

Box

59
5c HAMBURGE
QUIK
Velveeta TISSUE
LEMONS I APPLES

SALMON
chigoj

meat

CHOC.
MIX

3 lbs or more
lb.

EA.

NESTEA 3-oz. JAR
INSTANT

TEA

3
4
09
8
Enz.2
MACKERL:o
290 FLOUR
Detergent
Chief

SCOTT

KRAFT
CHEESE
SPREADS1

16 oz
can

SHOWBOAT 40 or Brand

ROLL
PACK

2 lb.
Box

235 Size

Pork & Beans 3cans $1.00

4,
1
/
con'

TOWELS

CALIFORNIA

2 2-Roll Pack

49c

12oz. Wrapped Slices Kraft

59c

CHEESE

AMERICAN

ARMOUR

TREET

CHARM LIQUID

12-oz. Can

4 Personnel Size Bars

SOAP

4 Bars

MISS LIBERTY TWIN PAK.

ARMOUR

49c
45-oz. cans $1.00 POTATO CHIPS bag
VIENNA SAUSAGE
aetsailisamameipoo SAPID0111-01IF
01111111119111111111110111Fir
0•OblrigarTY OLTPON —
— LIBERTY COUPON —
39c
can
CRISCO 3lb. can 59c 3 lb.
Blue Bonneft
RIchiex
Whipped Oleo
29c
$5.00 Additional Pur-

Each
FRESH CRISP 16 oz. BAGS

DIXIE LILLY

IVORY

32 oz.
Bottle

YD.

lb. 89c

Nestle's 2 lb. box save 14C

BONUS

ca.79tn

lb. $1.15

Tender Smoked
Butt Portion
5 to 7
lb. avg. lb.

Bag

FRIES

Morton House Baked

ROAST

5
98C
55
369
54:A

breast

lb. 39c

U. S. Choice Boneless Rump
or Sirloin Tip

LB.
PKG.

DOZ.

24 oz.
Bottle

Frosty Acres 12-oz. Frozen

Lilly
i6ink
P

I,B.

SLICED SMOKED

SACRAMENTO

onight
NLY
STOCK

3 lb.can

HAMS

LB.

Brown & Serve
Pkg.
ROLLS

JUICE

B

U.S. CHOICE
FIRST
CUT
LB.

_

31

8 ct. pkg.

ST. LOUIS — The tranStatOro
since its introduction in 1948, has
been reduced in size by a factor
of roughly 10 times every five
years.

ROUND

Cherry
Peach
Apple

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS
CREAM STYLE

Buns

Size of Transistor
Drastically Reduced

COUNTRY SKILLET

LB.
CAN

35c

— A
LOt IS1, ILI F, Ky.
reminder of what is available on
the premises was posted on the
bulletin board at Fern Creek
High School: "Free—Every
Monday through Friday: Knowledge. Bring your own container."

This
HALIFAX, N.S.
Halifax Chronicle-Herald classified advertisement offered:
household furniture for sale,
"MOVING—good clean baby and,
after 1 m."

ALL REGULAR
SOFT
PLUS
DEP.

Rrid Top 20-oz. loaf
Sandwich Loaf 24-oz.

Sign Reminder

Small Sale?

Morton 20 oz. Frozen Fruit

3 for

Page 5

IBERTY

MISS LIBERTY BREAD

IATS
fF

linquency, inadequate housing,
family discords, crime, government and others.
"We are confident this new department at Murray State will
help students identify themselves, and, equip them with the
knowledge and skills necessary
to more effectively deal with
problems within these areas."

590 FRYERS U.S.CHOICE
$1 iP AR 1 AAGN E B 8tX STEAK
PIES
T
3(X CHUCK
RO
DRIFlKS
WHOLE SMOKED
47
Coffee
c11
Phut Butter
BACON
CORN
5
OIL EGGS BACON
55c
39c 75
0H S
FOLGER & MAXWELL HOUSE

enter

Thursday, Oct 22, 19A

sHoRTENING3lb. cans 39clb.
with coupon can

NIXES

_ $3.00

Fulton, Ky,

South Fulton
Tennessee

Ex
TO
HC
CIRcIS
R

CAKE

_ $4.50

which is an inclusive study of
man in all societies of the world
will be offered this fall.
The program, Dr. Watson emphasized, will be developed into
a minor and eventually into a
major program.
Dr. Watson went on to list the
primary purposes of the new
department as preparing students for graduate professional
study in sociology and social
work as well as for immediate
mnployment in social welfare po
salons not requiring social work
education.
"For the past few years." he
s3A. "there has been a growing
concern among students and faculty members alike over social
problems such as ovens', de-

SUNDAY - 9-7

The Prices In This Ad Good From Wednesday
8:00A. M. Till 8:00 P.M. Tuesday
(WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES)

my.

PRICE

first time this year:
Soical Work 201, Introduction
to Social Work—an introductory
study of social work as a profession.
Social Work 203, Social Welfare As a Social Institution — a
historical and current perspective of social welfare institutions.
Social Work 301. aleihods of
Social Work Practice — casework, group work and community organizational methods, and
Social Work 303 and 305, Community Laboratory — supervised
field instruction and experience
in a community social service
agency.
Only one
,pology course,
Introductio.
Anthro.. o v.

You Always Save More
When You Shop At LIBERTY

less

ALS!!

He is a native of Eastern Ken.
lucky.
Douglas Jones, who holds a
master's degree from the University of Arkansas and who has
been .teaching social science at
Murray State since February,
1969.
Formed from the Social Sciences Department, which until
recently consisted of the divisions of geography, political science, sociology and philosophy,
the new department will offer
undergraduate majors in sociology and social work leading to a
baccalureate degree (AB or BS)
on a 30-to-33 semester-hour basis, the dean said.
Four specific social work
courses will be offered for the

5 LB.
BAG

CARNATION

5

RINIALE...14rw•-••-•Jt
- LIBERTY COUPON —
WITH THIS COUPON
PILLSBURY

With Coupon and
chase, Excluding Tob. and Dairy products.

SAVE 20c

CAKE MIXES
99c
3 Boxes _

(Void Moo Odobor V. M.)

Widel After Oath*,27, IVO)

(Void After October 27, MO)

•••••••••••••••••••

••••••••••••••••••

•••••••••••••••••••

CARROTS

EA

TURNER'S

10c

46c
1/2 Gallon
ICE MILK
•••reires-•
-ifesensm- ••••••
•
-LIBERTY COUPON —
WITH THIS COUPON

IVORY SOAP
Personnel Size Bars

4 For

29c

(Void After October 27, MO)
••••••000.10.4000000

Fulton, Ky.
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the close of 1969, and nearly all
were diesels. Of the 21 steam
WASHINGTON — There were locomotives
still in operation, 20
more than 27,000 locomotives in were in a narrow-gauge
operaservice in the United States at tion on a Western railroad.

All Diesels But 21

Fishing With Crawfish
Produces Results In Fall

Recently, this column pointed
REAL ESTATE & PERSONAL PROPERTY Out the great fishing possibilities during the fall months. It
was stated that big bass could
be caught on surface lures, early and late, and on artificial
Saturday, Oct. 24th, 10:00, 1970 nightcrawlers fished about anywhere, but especially off rocky
Rain or Shine
points where crawfish were
MARTIN. TENNESSEE
feeding. This brought about a
strong suggestion that fishing
with live crawfish in such areas
SALE will be held on the property at 109 Beaumont Street In
also is good during the months
Martin, Tennessee, only 2 houses off University Street.
of October and November. And
that is exactly right.
"SELLING TO SETTLE THE ESTATE"
If a person enjoys live bait
fishing (and we suggest just
REAL ESTATE—Nic• frame house with 2 bedrooms, living
about everyone does), then he
may catch some monstrous
room, kitchen and dining combination 13 bath. This home has
bass by using live crawfish at
hardwood floors, elecric heat, storm windows and doors.
this time of the year. The bigIf you're interested in a small home in town then attend this
gest drawback is obtaining the
sale. This home is withth easy walking distance from the
crawfish. This is relatively easy
main business district of Martin, University of Tennessee.
in the warmer periods of fall,
Doctors office, University Shopping Center, Restaurants, Sup- ! but at the end of the season,
er Markets and Churches. Contact Auctioneer for pre.Auction
inspection. Terms-20 percent cash down day of sale—bal•nce within 40 days. Sellers will pay 1970 taxes.

PUBLIC AUCTION

FURNITURE — Westinghouse color TV (Like New), Gibson
frost clear refrigerator deluxe (Avacoda, 6 mo. old), Westinghouse air conditioner (2 years •Id), Kenmore upright double oven cook stove (like new), 3 swivel rockers, and tables,
coffee table and end tables, desk and chair, Apt, size cook
stove, cedar chest, 2 nice bedroom suites, mantle clock, electrolux vacuum cleaner, pictures, lamps, 9 x 12 braided rug,
couch, quilts, etc. cooking utensils dinette suite, (6 mo. old).
Other items too numerous to mention.

For More Information Contact — Mr. W. B.
* Wagster Estate - Martin, Tennessee or

they are really hard to come
by. But right up until the snow
flies, good catches of black bass
and catfish as well, may be
made on the live crawfish.
One system that pays off big
for know-how fishermen is casting the smaller type crawS
(those half as long as your finger) on the rocky ledges and
letting the craw work around
in the crevices, back under the
ledges, etc. If there is a black
bass in the area he will sooner
or later take the craw, first
daintily picking it up in his
mouth, then dashing madly
away for a distance of 15 feet.
Then he will swallow his prize.
When that second tug comes
that's the time to set the hook
Now there's a bit more t(
crawfish fishing than that. TM
bait must be hooked from un
derneath the tail flapper, slight-

WANTED: MILO
TOP PRICES PAID
Phone (day) 653-2391 or 653-2301
Nights, Call:
Thomas Harper, 653-6592, or
Philip Tarver, 653-6847

ALEXANDER
Auction & Realty Sales
Marvin E. Alexander, Auctioneer
Phone: Office 587-4722 — Night: 587-4568
Martin, Tennessee Tenn. License No. 67

PRODUCERS FARM CENTER
Clinton, Ky.

"tr-,,,
,
t '.--,s-sr".•-•myse-sr"wste-systrwwwwiess.Newsrirs...ws.-......-se-v-e....sessewrsirsysirse....-sie.....,,,,
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ler
G000)
,4,y- EARSERVICE
V TIRES
V BATTERIES
V BRAKES
V MUFFLERS
V SHOCKS
V ENGINE
TUNE-UP
V LUBE
1,/ ALIGNMENT
V OIL
CHANGE

STOP FOR
Au 0
SERVICE

Fulton, Ky

I

ly to one side of a nerve center
that grooves that portion of the
body. Push the hook right on
through this membrane. This
allows the crawfish to have
good action; it does not cramp
the style of the bait too much
since the nerve center has been
spared, and by having the hook
emerge from the topside there
isn't much danger of its sharp
point becoming lodged on a
rock or other obstruction. The
fisherman should use a barreltype sinker—that is, one that
allows the line to flow freely
through the opening. This permits the bass to pick up the
crawfish and dash off in its mad
fashion without having to drag
behind him the heavy sinker.
Often if there is a tightness to
the line the bass will shy off
when he first mouths his prey.
The fisherman will cast this
rig into the water, set his pole
firmly on the side of his boat
or fix it in the bank, if bank
fishing, and wait for the crawfish and the bass to meet. That
•monumental confrontation most
often results in a caught bass
The crawfish, same size, may
be fished beneath a rig composed of a floater, pulled down
by a good-sized sinker which
is but a few inches above the
crawfish-baited hook. This rig
does not touch the bottom but
apparently is attractive to any
and all bass that may be cruising in the area. Black bass will
bite in much the same manner
as bass taking crawfish used on
the bottom off rocky points.
The fisherman should not be
too hasty in hitting back when
he has a bite on this rig. He
may let the submerged cork remain out of sight for several
seconds (it will seem like minutes) before he sets the hook.
Be sure to use the smaller
crawfish in this type fishing.
Bass seem to take the smaller
craws better than the larger
ones, although a monster will
sometimes take a crawfish that
is four or five inches long.
Then there may be times
when black bass will totally refuse crawfish. So, if you try
them once and don't get good
results, don't give up. The bass
may cooperate the next time.

APPWARIWO.ir,

1970

1970

1969

.1 ,1
.1
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1968

1 ! In-WEATHERIFT1RE

4

WAYS TO

GOODYEAR

1. r.....„5...

1968

$42
75
4-Door hardtop, Tennessee tags, gold color, vinyl roof, V-8,
automatic, power steering, power brakes, factory air; an
extra-sharp car.

Impala

$3.575
Four door hardtop, with Tenn. title. Grey with black vinyl
roof. V-8 automatic with power steering, power brakes, factory air, special wheel covers and white tires.
MMINIMI
$2,575

THUR., FF
OCT.2

Two door hardtop with Tenn. title. Blue with V-8 four
speed. Bench seats, 427 engine. Real sharp.

SKOLLD
D
11111,11111 MOAN

Impala

Caprice Wagon

Bonneville

No Questions Asked

111ERIMIla

Four door hardtop with Tenn. title. Beige, V-8
automatic
with power steering, power brakes, factory air
and vinyl
roof.

FOUND

GOODYEAR SERVICE STORES
USE OUR EASY PAY
PLAN!

Tires aid batteries priced competitevely at the following Dealer:
CHARLES ROBERT BENNETT GOODYEAR 4th & Depot Fulton, Kr.

;un.. Mon..

NATAIJE WOOD

ELLIOTT GOULD

1968

Buick
$2,575
Tennessee tags, gold color, vinyl top, V81 automatic, power
steering and brakes, factory air.

I

1968

Camaro

1968

$1,975
2-Door hardtop, Kentucky tag, yellow, V8, automatic
.

$21475

Impala
4-Door hardtop, beige, Tennessee tags, V8, automatic, power steering and brakes, factory air, vinyl top.

1967

Ford Galaxie 500
,
$1,675
2-Door hardtop, Tennessee tags, blue, automatic
, power
steering, factory air.

1970

Maverick

$1,875

2-Door, Tennessee tags, green, -6-cylinde
r, standard shift.

F4,$.;3"

-.-':.t)

Al 111011.11111111
MINN
NW Mil
ise

$2,875

• l'

4.

- PLU

Limited Electra 225
$5,275
Four door hardtop. Green V-8 automatic
with vinyl top.
Power steering, power brakes, power seats, power
windowe, —
factory air. 60-40 seats. AM and FM radio.

..

3.

BURT REI

$2,575

Oct. 25

,

ONE LOW $
PRICE

2.

LeSabre Custom

I

ANY OF THESE SIZES

Vg Vd3t?,:1 .`111"$V5Z11,1 MilITFEVALiT"

Guarantees t
wide range of
few people un
guarantee is, Si
when offered
of guarantees
how to evaluat,
Essentially a
agreement of
tween the nu
the purchaser i
of the product
guarantee, the]
questions to be
1. What has
2. During %,
time after pure
3. Who will
4. In what w
There are tw
guarantees.
promise that I
make good it
discovers that
feet existed ir
the time it
Usually the
part is replac
times the proi
The second t.)

.

Tennessee tags, grey color, V-8, automatic, power steering,
power brakes, factory air; a NICE car!

\

1I

404

OCINI.COLOND

Priced low
to move fast!

,
)
‘
• ,.

.

G-0-0-D BUYS! The Boss has gone out an. .ought a n .. • - of
1970 used cars that are extra sharp and ready to go. They include
Impala 4-door hardtops and sedans, several with vinyl roofs. V8,
automatic, air, etc. Come see; come SAVE:

4.pLy NYLON coRD

?`

,

COWIE TRY ON ...---_-:-- ,. •
-,,,,,,,,„
,-7.......AVEGA
iiimmimmuir
AT TAYLO
CHEVROLET

1970

Many a conscientious husband
seeks peace of mind by buying
life insurance to protect his family in case he dies.
But he may also have a nagging worry: will the insurance
company really pay off when the
time comes, or will it find some
1,,,,,..---,----flaw making the policy null and
-". .
void?
To cut this worry to a minimum, most policies now contain
what is known as an "incontestable clause.: Under this clause,
after a stated period (usually two
years), the insurance company
can no longer raise technical objections about the validity of the
policy. It must generally pay off
-with no questions asked."
Suppose, for example, that a
man applying for insurance fails
to mention the fact that he has
a drinking problem. And suppose. after his death, the insurance company finds out about it.
Under the incontestable clause.
the company could not raise this
point to escape paying the insurance to the widow.
In fact, the incontestable clause
applies in most states even if the
Si."
applicant told a deliberate lie.
red. Ex. Tax
and old the
rake this case:
ri
A man filling out an insurance
BLACKWALL
TUBELESS
7.75
x
15
application
7.75
was asked if he was
x
14
1
ADO $3.00 FOR
.
0.i.
Clean
pI. etietepwearlelddensyilgonr; rcaodridalcod naritteniocnnoszftioulder
8.25 x14
in good health. He said he was—
WHITEWALLS
even though he knew he had
I 11
serious heart trouble.
USE
OUR RAIN CHECK PROGRAM
I
After his death, the insurance
:.
rece4ise no? anutegescX sliI esevyddemand,for"Goodyeer On
company tried to cancel the
out
*'
De happy t'o
your sir; tIrst u;rtifs:hUlvoerteinser. Piro
'
:
'
I
del
policy
on grounds of fraud. But
Issue you. rain check Inc future delivery of the merchandise.
a court ruled that, despite the
fraud, the company would still
[.
have to pay off—because more
GOODYEAR—THE ONLY MAKER OF POLYGLAS•
TIRES
than twO years had gone by. As
,rie judge explained:
.....—,..
"Even though dishonest people
are given advantages under insontestable clauses, still the sense
30-60-90
DAYS SAME
of security given to the great
MEW charge
(40,,,,,,c,,ed,,Fs,
PAY AT
AS CASH
•-••"...- t.^.
niajority of honest policyholders
=Er
makes it worth the cost."
I
But not even an incontestable
slause will help if the fraud in..••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•••••••••••••••••••••• solves the very existence
of the
policy. Thus:
A man suffering from tuberculosis managed to get life insur.ince by sending a healthy friend
to take the medical examination
100 WEST STATE LINE
FULTON, KENTUCKY
PHONE 472-1000
for him. After the man died, the
insurance company found out
STORE HOURS: 8:00 AM to 6:00 PM Monday thru Friday;800 AM to
5:00 PM on Saturday about the trick and denied
liability.
The widow tried to rely on the
incontestable clause, hut a court
tided that there had never been
:in insurance contract in the first
place. The court said that on one
bask fact, the identity of the insured person, there was never a
"meeting of the minds."

1

WHAT YOU

ravl
ABOSID

1969

Limited Electra 225
Four door hardtop. Green with Tenn. title. Vinyl $4275
top, power
steering, power brakes, power seats, power
windows and
factory air.

1965

Chevrolet 1/2 - Ton Pickup
Kentucky tag, blue and white, 6--cylinder1
standard trail/mission, long wide bed, nice.

$1.175

is km a salessa se duty

.9•
1

1419
1111111AY Uwe FIIIIIT ad 1:N P. U.

Taylor Chevrolet . Buick
"There the lest deals ars TARSI NAPE,,
"SEE IRE IF THESE S'RISME'!" - -

Jimmy Faulkner, !Eke Williams, Warren
Tuck, lianas
Williams, Aubrey Taylor, Vernon Spraggs
or Dan Taylor.

317 111111WAY

P11111 412-2

sos &CAROI

-ow/PLI

Div
snit WO!somes

Fulton, Ky.
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WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT GUARANTEES

include
ofs. V8,

$4,275
V-8,
y air; an

7oof,

$3,575
ack vinyl
akes, fac-

$2,575
V-8 four

$2,575
steering,

$2,875

Lutornatic
Ind vinyl

$5,275

vinyl top.

$2,575
ic, power

$1,975

itic.

Young People Stay Away,
Youth Center Is Closed
An attempt to establish a center where youth of the city and
county could relax anti play has
failed and backers who have
spent a year-and-a-half of their
time in its establishment are
still v-ndering why.
The Rev. Joe Piercey, pastor of the Pleasant Valley United
Methodist Church, today announced that the Obion County
Youth Center, located in the old
Grill building on First Street is
being closed.
The Rev. Mr. Piercey said,
"This closing Is necessary for
two reasons. First, the center
has not received the expected
Support from the youth of this
area. Although a small group has
been present for each opening of
the facility, the total number of
individual young people who
participated was so small the
venture was rendered impractical.
"Secondly, we were unable to

secure the necessary funding that
would have provided for custodial
and supervisory personnel that
would have been necessary for
continued operation."
The center was opened In August and had been operated on Friday and Saturday evenings and
Sunday afternoons.
"We never did really reach
the young people themselves,"
the minister said.
"From our experiences with a
group of students with which we
worked last year, we felt the youth
center was what was needed.0bviously this Is not the case,
"It is our hope that some
group or organization In the community will make a new and different approach to the needs of
our youth. Those of us who worked on this project feel even
mous strongly the urgent need
for a supervised recreational
facility for youth of the community," he said.

402- 404

DIE RIMLESS r

11111110 comia

505505 ht OUAINSIIIOM

;un.. Mon.. Tues., Wed

CHICHEN ITZ A: Thciamed
Maya and Toltec ruins in this
Oct.25-264748 historic part of Yucatan are
NATAUE WOOD ROBERT CULP staggering in their immensity.
Chichen Itza is in two sections,
I BOB& CAROL &TED AUCE I
open from 6 to 6 daily, for an
aloori GOULD tram CANON admission
fee of 16 cents daily
and, for, free on Sundays. We
hired a guide for the first section for $3. but decided we could
do Just as well with the aid of
a guide book and toured the
second section without anyone
I See It with someone you love!
to show us around.
'•
TECH/eXt
The climate is best from Octo-

Orme
*
Agnmeam.

A new Line in Fulton!
(Exclusive with us)
(THESE ARE ALL READY TO COOK)

$2,475

atic, pow.
Ait
Frozen Fish
Stuffed Flounder
,Stuffed Shrimp

,

Bacon-Wrapped Filets
, Cube Steaks
Shishkabob
Spec.altiss from Barzizzi in Memphis:
Fancy Cheeses
Sausages
Shrimp Cocktail
Party }Ix°
,

HALLOWEEN CANDIES
DECORATIONS — FAVORS
HILARIOUS GREETING CARDS

Fulton's Only Convenience
Store With
RED

CARPET

SERVICE

MAJOR
POINTS
& MINOR, TOO
005004 N auteNSTROM
ber to March, when days are
clear and sunny and when daytime temperatures are from 70
to 80 degrees. Heat in the summer can hit 95 to 100 degrees.
and the nights can be sery hot.
I agree with the people at
Mexicana Airlines, who say a
good plan is to arrive in time
to tour one section of the area
the first afternoon, then stay
overnight in either of two nearby hotels, and see section No. 2
the following morning before
departure for one of the other
historic sites, such as Uxmal.
The new Hotel Chichen Itza
prosed to be a pleasant place to
stay, with good food and courteous help, plus a fine swimming
pool. A nearby hotel is the
Mayaland, well known for many
years as one of Mexico's top
hotels. Advance reser% ations are
a necessity in the October-March
period. Information on rooms
here•arid in other Yucatan areas
is available from Esteban Lima
through the Hotel Principe Maya
in Merida.
•••
THE FUNNY PAPERS
The return trip took them
back across Virginia through
Appromattox, the site where
Grant surrendered to Lee, and
into Tennessee.
— Park (Tex.) News.
The hose is also the living
quarters for Smith's family—
his wife, three children and a
fat black retriever. — Nonvalk
(Conn.) Hours.
He (Michael Collins) was the
personal choice of Secretary
Rogers for a long-vacant post,
that of top public elations man
for the State Department.
— N. Y. Times.
•• •
Sick Pay insurance is a supplement to your normal health
insurance. The Allstate Safety
Crusade points out that mishaps and illness occur, no
matter how careful we are, and
it's wise to have sufficient sick
pay coverage to tide one over
in case of emergency.
•••
A disheveled man stumbled
into a psychiatrist's office, tore
open a cigarette and stuffed his
nose with tobacco.
"I can see you need me,"
the psychiatrist said. "How can
I help you?"
"Got a match?"
— Romain C. Brandi.
•••
Merely Musing: Looks can be
deceiving. A dollar bill looks
the same as it did 10 years ago
....If you steal from one author,
that's plagarism — but if you
steal front 20 authors, that's
research!
— Al Musser.

44c

57c

CRAZY CATS
LOUNGE SOCKS

CHILD'S
NOVELTY SLIPPERS
Soft cuddle plush slippers
with foam laminated jersey
lining and matched vinyl outsole.

75q

high bulk orlon. 25%
stretch nylon socks with link link pattern. Assorted colors

67c

\>, 97c

,,,. PI
astic
1
;
:
., $::i
:
bOri
_.as.11sehrs:
:
e/
Laundry Ineill

Asscrted Colors; Reg. 79c

2 pr. 90c
Home Crest

Wickp
erish pan
131-50-(
t.
)
R
uaorf
unn
d eet:

DISHCLOTHS
All cotton dishcloths in multi-color
Striped patterns, assorted colors

Waste Basket
Avocado, Gold, Ant.
Sand, Turquoise.
YOUR CHOICE

Reg. 19c Each

1111.,
Pkg. of 4-57c

)
Sheared Printed Kitchen
TERRY TOWELS

472-1OSI
Friday - Saturday

63C
99C

141
/
2 x 26 in. Colorful Patterns
with fringed ends.

Brand whifull-lengthfelure
entettainment.
Of famit9

PACKAGED
WASH CLOTHS

41 I Nine hemmed 8-oz. Terry Wash
Cloths — Assorted Colors

t.,—zaps the world! -r.t

POLAROID
COLORPACK FILM

A UNIVERSAL PICTURE
€ia
TEOINICOLCR'

$3w

Type 108
Saturday & Sunday
MATINEE ONLY!
75c
11 Seats
1:15 p. m.& 2:45 p.m.
2 • Shows Only!

SOCKS

net,
Basket
•.
18.ouari Basket/
.:.

The president said he and
other UT officials plan to visit
each of the UT campuses on a
monthly basis.
"We feel this is a far better
arrangement than to have officials of the various campuses
come to Knosville," he said.
The new 'management by Objective' system being initiatedby
the UT president is designed, he
said, to achieve better communication between professors and instructors and everyone else
within the university. He said
its goal is to clear up any misunderstandings In order for the
university to more more rapidly
towards its goals.

ASID'Me

Mens Dress and Crew

. ri

SKULLDUGGERY

Chichen Itza Ruins
In Immense Quanti

57( '( Orlon, 25("
( Polypropolens, Here Stretch Nylon
with a Tiger Stripe.

Shop Also
During
Moonlite
Madness
Thursday
7- 10P.M.

k

SALE

REG.59c
ONE SIZE NYLONS
Super Stretch Nylon with
Runguard Toe and Mini Welt
Top.

MISSES'
ORLON KNEE SOCKS

Even Faster UTM Growth
Foreseen By Dr. Boling

Fill ri.1441

LAKE STREET (
I

IDOLLAR-STRETCHER

Guarantees are offered on a
promises to make good if tht
wide range of products and yet
product stops working.
few people understand what a
Although extremely rare, a
guarantee is, what to look for third type of guarantee is
when offered one, what type sometimes offered to a purof guarantees there are and
chaser. This guarantee promises
how to evaluate one.
to make good, if you are not
Essentially a guarantee is an satisfied even when the proagreement of assurance be- duct is working perfectly. Gentween the manufacturer and eral Electric,
for examnl• ofthe purchaser as to the quality 'Mrs— a "30-day satisfaction
of the product. In.looking at a
guaranteed" on the picture
guarantee, there are four main
quality of its color television
questions to be answered:
sets. If you buy one front a
1. What has to happen?
participating dealer, give the
2. During what interval of set normal care, and are not
time after purchase?
completely satisfied with the
3. Who will make good?
color picture, you can get your
4. In what way?
money back anytime within 30
There are two basic types of days of purchase.
guarantees. Most guarantees
The offer ends December 31,
promise that the guarantor will 1970 and is not available in the
The growth of VTM in future cannot say when new swimming
make good if the purchaser fair trade areas of New Yor.k, years may be even more acceler- facilities will be constructed in
discovers that a mechanical de. New Jersey and Connecticut.
ated than in the pastandthe num- Martin. The only thing I can say
fect existed in the product at
In your own evaluation of ber one priority for the Martin is that plans are being prepared,"
the time it was purchased.
institution now is a Home Econo- Dr. Boling said.
Usually the malfunctioning guarantees, you may find that mics and Education building.
you can get better value, and
The U-T president said the
part is replaced although at
Dr. Boling was introduced to Knoxville campus enrollment will
times the product is replaced. perhaps avoid mistakes, by ob- press
and
television
be
newsmen
held
at 27,000 to 28,000 stuserving
by
six
rules.
The second type of guarantee
I. Don't rely on a guaran- UTM Chancellor Archie Dykes in dents and that more and more It
will
serve
Student
as a graduate instituCenter.
UTM
the
tee—even a written one—utiles.,
Mr. Boling gave top priority tion.
you know you can trust the
He said UTM's ecul is to beto the Home Economics structure
guarantor.
to a question by a come the best undergraduate In2. Understand what has to in response newsman
stitution
asked
in the South.
Messenger
who
happen before the guarantor
him If and when an aquatic ce iter
must make good.
Therefore, he said, as Knoxat
UTM
constructed
to
would
be
3. Be sure you know for
ville reaches its enrollment
THUR., FRI., SAT..
what length of time the guaran- take the place of the university's limits, more and more freshmen
swimfoot
20-by-80
outmoded
tee
will
be
good.
will be forced to attend other
OCT.22-23-24
ming pool.
4. See what you are entitled
institutions and
"We are aware of the need undergraduate
to if something does go wrong.
many will find their way to the
5. Remember that a guaran- for swimming facilities at UTM UTM Campus.
same
archithe
have
hired
and
tee you have in writing is less
1111MASA AVM
Concerning campus disMAMMA.
subject to misinterpretation tect whodesigned the aquatic cenPAIMPOire
ter In Knoxville to prepare plans orders, Dr. Boling said the attithan oral assurances.
tude of students on UT campuses
facility.
for
the
°PlaTVEYNOLOS SU N CLARK 6. If you don't get what you
"However, we feel the Home seems to be changing and that
are supposed to, report the Economics building must take disorders do not seem likely at
-PLUS —
incident to the Better Business
priority here and therefore I this time.

1A1 MI-MIME WWII
MAO NUM
MINH IN
&we Me
it

FRAN KILI

BEN

I

ONWARD
BOXED ENVELOPES

21(

Reg. 49c

Jergens

HAND
LOTION
Reg. $1.19 9
1/2-0z. Size
6
8c

Gillette Foamy
SHAVE
Reg.$1.19 11 CREAM
-oz. Aerosol
Can
63c

WINDOW SHADES
GIFT to EVERY
BOY and GIRL
A

FRESH

ALL

NEW DELIGHT

/MS TO 1.111$11..0 0.

i

/
2Inch x 6 Ft. Linen Emboss371
ed. White
Reg.$1.49

I

JUMBO
SEWING BOXES

I

Reg.$3.98

Halo Liquid
S11411000
$299
Reg,Sus 7.02.

As.

CUTTING BOARDS
I

40 x 72 Inch with accurate scale 49
across top and bottom.

I ""

•
'')
WY Mn i warm mei!
Sun. - Mon. & Tues./
Double Feature
—(R)—
"POOR WHITE
TRASH"
and —
"THE BIG
BOUNCE"

Meat Size

'Fir
5
4C

RUTH BARRY
LEGLON PANTY HOSE

Beg.$1.49
Beige, Tahiti, Pecan, off Black.
Navt.
GIRLS
ORLON KNEE SOCKS
Assorted Colors
Reg. 79c
Reg. 49c to 69c
KITCHEN TOOL

ASSORTMENTS

990

Sic

Helene Curtis
SPRAY
NET
Reg. 98c
13-0z. Size

3/990 44'
-01111111110-
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United Systems
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STEV
STEVE
FIELDS

TO GET ACQUAINTED, STEVE IS
MAKING THESE OUTSTANDING
OFFERS

WAN'
Cato With
'0)

Steve, his wife
Teresa and Son
and live at
Bill have
705 Walnut
moved to Fulton
Street.

TIRES!

•

Wheels I

rf/

YOU BET!
WE CARRY ALL
OF THESE GOOD

City Ti
101 W.St
Fulton —

TEXACO
PRODUCTS

Or"• —"'Ilmanimoimoa"---•
Come By And Get Acquainted
And Register For

FREE
•
Have You Used It Lately? Our
COIN - OPERATED CAR WASH

Bus
•

DOOR PRIZES

TO BE GIVEN AWAY 8: P. N. OCTOBER
24 AND OCTOBER 31
(YOU DO NOT HAVE TO BE PRESENT TO WIN)
FOR THE LITTLE ONES
FREE Bubble Gum
Fire Chief Hats
AND A FREE CUP OF PEPSI
TO EVERYONE

•
•

•
•

No. 1 - :
No. 2-S1

Barton's i
men. Conveni
and also at tt
tures many f.
tugs.
This pron
mically cloth(
surrounding a
You in makin
suggestions.'
thandise and
sure to deal
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(Does The Job Quickly And Thoroughly!)

116 Sou

206 West State Line

Phone 472-3961

Your f
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SAVE on
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Large Soli
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100% Poll
quality f
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Mayfield,
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Search Is Open For
State Mother Of 1971

The American Mothers Committee, Inc., with headquarters
at the Waldorf-Astoria in New
York, is the official sponsor of
National Mother's Day each
COOK WANTED: Morning year. Its objectives are to
shift-6:000 a. m. to 2:00 p. m. strengthen the moral and spiriTruck Stop at Sharon, Tennes- tual foundations of the Amerisee. Top wages. Call 472-3490. can home and give to the obTtF:NT Wheelchairs, crutches servance of Mother's Day a
and other convalescent aids at spiritual quality which highCITY SUPER DRUG 408 Lake lights the standards of ideal
motherhood and recognizes the
St.
Fulton, Ky
WARTF.TD - employed per- important role of motherhood
son needing extra money. Make in the home, community, nation
$4.00 an hour spare time. Sup- and the world.
ply Rawleigh Products, Con- A "Mother of the Year" is
tact Mr. Babcock, 223 E. Main, selected in each state by a
Freeport, Ill. Phone 815-232- committee made up of state
4161.
AMC officials and selected leadera of women's organizations
FOR SALE — The home
engaged in religious or civic
place of the late Mr. and Mrs.
work within the state. From the
T. A. McClellan consisting of
state nominees a National
4 acres, 60 of it tillable. A
3
69/
Mother is chosen by a national
six room house and bath,
modern conveniences, good jury.
barn and good well. Located Qualifications For The
Ph miles north of Cayce on American Mother
Moscow and Cayce Road. For 1—She must be fully qualified
further information see or call to represent the mothers of
Mrs, Margaret Wade, Fulton, America in all responsibilities
Ky., Route 4, Phone 838-6675, attached to her role as "Mothor G. W. McClellan, Crutch- er of the Year."
field, Ky.. Route 1, Phone 653- 2—She must be a successful
6670, Co-Acbninistrators
mother and homemaker as evidenced by the character and
SPINET-CONSOLE
achievements of her individual
PIANO BARGAIN
Can be seen locally. Will trans. children.
ler to responsible party. Cash 3—She must embody those
or liberal terms. Write Credit traits highly regarded in mothManager, P. 0. Box 276, Shel- era, courage, cheerfulness, patience, affection, understanding
byville, Indiana 46176.
and a homemaking ability.
NEEDED
12S41678,0121143lIpT11,011,1,14.
semi
drive
to
now
Train
truck, local and over the road.
Diesel or gas; experience helpful but not necessary. You can ;
earn over $4.00 per hour after 1
short training. For interview
and application, call 615-242- itzsrwegotasasduirooliA
3439, or write Safety Dept.,
Since it takes 1,000 millions
United Systems, Inc., Terminal to make one billion, don't get
Bldg., 4040 Arlington Avenue, the idea that one million must
be a measly amount. Only
Nashville, Tennessee, 37210.
about three-quarters of a million days have passed since
Julius Caesar ruled the Roman
Empire.
A billion—or the number I
Cats With Square TIres
followed by nine zeros—is
made up of 1,000 millions. Yet
it represents only a small fraction of our current annual federal budget and an even more
minute fraction of the national
debt!
The 41'4'1416.mo! NumberI TIRES TRUED 1 ing system for all businesses is
utilized by Dun & Bradstreet.
Each business in the country
has a unique nine-digit number
Wheels Balanced( so
it can be identified
instantly.
How do you reach a billion?
WHEELS ALIGNED( Here's one way: Ride on the
propeller of an airplane traveling a speed of 300 miles an
hour and you'll go around a
billion times if the propeller
spins
constantly 24 hours a
State Line
seven days a week,for two
day,
O. idiom - Ph. 4794741
whole veArs

4—She must be an active
member of a religious body.
5—She must have a sense of
responsibility in civic affairs
and be active in public service
to society.
6—She must be a legal mother (not a divorcee).
7—Her youngest child must
be over 15 years of age.
8—Any adopted children may
be included with her own for
qualifying as state or national
mother.
Contact Mrs. Ray Salyer, Box
626, Richmond, Ky. 40475, for
entry blanks. 1st vice president
of Kentucky Mothers Association of the American Mothers
Committee, Inc.

D777iRs

WANTED!

City Tire Co.
101 W.

AVO INF

MAYFIELD
Business Review
BARTON'S

•

•
•
•
MUNI
TOM OIL

Earn
while you
learn.
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FAMILY LOTION
REG $1.69

In

the U.S. Army Reserve.

FAMILY TUBE
REG $1.75

CHICAGO, III. — The Illinois
Central Railroad has announced
plans to discontinue the Panama Limited between Chicago
and New Orleans.
The railroad said continued
deficits and equipment o b s olesence prompted its decision
to eliminate the train. Notices
were posted for discontinuance
on Nov. 23.
"In 1969, the cost of operating
Trains 5 and 6 (Panama Limited) exceeded revenues by
more than 61 million," said Henry F. Davenport, vice president of passenger services. He
said the loss figures were figured on an avoidable cost basis
and do not include allocations
for the cost of maintaining such

facilities as rails, road-beds
and bridges."
"We have put years of promotion, advertising and good
equipment into the operation of
this train, the pride of the Illinois Central fleet," said Davenport. "On occasion we have
heavy loads, but most of the
time we haul trains with few
passengers. The people in the
communities we have served for
more than 100 years for the
most part ride automobiles and
planes today. The result is a
crushing financial burden. The
Panama Limited is IC's largest
deficit operation. Our losses —
and the prospect for even larger losses in the future — force
us to take this step."

Houses and other buildings moved,
or jacked up and leveled.

Free Estimates
JAMES C. MOORING
Tiptonville, Tenn.
Telephone 253-7594

FAMILY JAR
REG $1.95
NEW STORE HOURS Starting Monday, October 26 !
Monday thru Wednesday...8:am-6:pm
Thur—Fri—Sat
8:am-9:pm

119c 95 $1°9
BRECK
SHAMPOO

NO. 700 and NO. 900

ATTACHE
CASE

DRY, OILY
OR NORMAL
7 OZ. - $1.09 RETAIL

65c

30-BOX $ 1
DAYTIME

Boy Both New Unscented
&Regular

ARRID
Extra Dry
anti-perspirant
sprays

3

$299
TO ILLUSTRATION

I

GREAT FOR SCHOOL OR BUSINESS

FREE - 5 x 1 Offer

ARRID EXTRA
DRY STRAY

"Regular" $
14 OZ.
REG $2.49

KODACOLOR AND BLACK AND WHITE
PRESENT THIS COUPON ALONG WITH
YOUR FAVORITE NEGATIVE

4.3 OZ. REGULAR
ANTI-PERSPIRANT

"Unscented" $
14 OZ.
REG $2.49

REG.
$1.00

AND RECEIVE A FREE ENLARGEMENT
SIZE 126, 620. 120. 127
NOTE—YOU MUST HAVE NEGATIVE

591

BE READY TO SWEEP UP THOSE LEAVES FASTER AND EASIER THAN RAKING THEM

17C Each

Color prints
ow

TER NOVEMBER 30, 1970

FALL IS HERE
YOU WILL NEED THE FOLLOWING:

LAMBERT LAWN

HEDGE TRIMMERS, LEAF RAKES, TREE

SWEEPER

TRIMMERS, SHRUB TRIMMERS ... We have

Ph. 247-3131
No. 1 - 106 East South
Ph. 247-6332
No.2-Shopping Plaza
MAYFIELD,KY.
Barton's is known as one of this area's finest stores for
men. Conveniently located at .1.0d E. South, Mayfield, Ky.
and also at the Shopping Plaza in Mayfield, this store features many famous brand names of clothing and furnishings.
This prominent store takes pride in being able to economically clothe the men and young men of Mayfield and the
surrounding areas The sales personnel at this store will help
you in making your selections and will have many helpful
suggestions. They handle only reliable and quality merthandise and offer a personal service that makes it a pleasure to deal with them. Among their nationally respected
brands — McGregor Sportswear, Knox Hats, Jarman Shoes,
Manhatten Shirts.
Barton's is one of the most complete we have seen. Why
not do as so many of your neighbors do about the clothing
needs of the men in their families, send them to Barton's.
Any member of their sales staff will be happy to serve you,
roc weddings—Proms or any occasion where formal attire
Is needed, phone or visit garton's Shops.

HOUSE MOVING
25 Years' Experience

IC To Discontinue
Its Panama Limited

WITH BALER

them all. See our low discount prices.

$3333
ADJUSTS TO ANY HEIGHT
GRASS OR SWEEP THE
SIDEWALK

PLASTIC 9' x 12'

PLASTIC 3' x 6'

DROP CLOTHS

WINDOW COVERS

Good to use
for painting
or cleaning.

4
SHEETS

ALUMINUM STEPLADDERS AIR-CONDITIONER
$666 $777

Barclay's Fabric Shop
6-FOOT
5-FOOT
Phone 247-3934
116 South 6th.
MAYFIELD, KY.
Your Singer Sewing Machine Dealer
Complete Line of All Sewing Needs
SAVE on Family Clothing & Household Budget by Sewing for your Home & Family.
There is always a bargain at Barclay's
1 Step and a Padded Seat with Back.
Large Selection New Fall Fabrics. - Wet Look
Folds up.
Leather 54 in - $1.50 yd. Jersey Knit-31.59-yd.
100% Polyester Double Knits,60 in wide,first
All metal frame.
quality - full bolts $2.98 yd.
All This Ai Barclay's — 116 South eth in
Mayfield. Ky.

2-STEP
COMFORT STOOL

$888

Keep Out That Cold

Cover Your Flowers.

IFV)IYthe Cold,
Snow, Dirt and Ice.

49;

29

SHOE BAG

HANG ON DOOR29
HAS 12 POCKETS

RADIO 2-WHEEL GARDEN CARTS
MODEL
NO. 74

MODEL
NO 75

$877

$945

MODEL

MODEL

74

75

Fulton, Ky,

Thursd-,,, Oct. 22, 1970
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MAYFIELD BUSINESS REVIEW
KROGER COMPANY
South 9th

Phone 247-3826
MAYFIELD KY.
— Clay Suggs Manager —

Every community has an outstanding grocery store where
the wise housewife can realize tremendous savings on food
for her family. In Mayfield the thrifty shopper goes to Kroger
with a convenient location, on South 9th. The shelves and
counters are filled with a variety of high quality food
products that will make menu planning a pleasure.
The manager, Clay Suggs selects the very best that the
market affords in choice meats, fresh fruits and vegetables
and high quality canned goods. You can do your shopping
at Krogers, and shop with the utmost confidence, knowing
that your dollar will stretch more at this market.
You will find low prices all through the store every
day in the week. So no matter how you look at it, shopping
at Kroger's, will give you quality, variety and economy.
Do as so many of your neighbors do abou their grocery
needs, visit Kroger in Mayfield.

Sam Perry General Contractor
Sedalia Road

Phone 247-1508

MAYFIELD, KY.
"We plan to suit your taste" — 25 years experience — Commercial — Industrial Remodeling — Alterations. New Construction —
Concrete Work — Roofing.
When the word GENERAL CONTRACTOR is applied to
Sam Perry it takes on its full significance. This well known
company offers a complete building and remodeling service, that is known to many residents of the Mayfield area.
Whether you plan on remodeling or if you plan on starting from the ground up Sam Perry can handle the job to
your complete satisfaction. Phone them at 247-1508. Esti.
mates cost you nothing. We think you'll be pleased with the
prices, which are consistent with the type of work done and
are easy on today's strained budget.
Sam Perry is a contractor with the "know-how" and experience to offer new plans and ideas that will make your
work satisfactory. For an all round job of contracting and
building we recommend the service of Sam Perry in May
field.

LELAND WAGGONER
Radiator Shop
Phone 247-4984
Paducah Rd. US 45 North
MAYFIELD, KY.
Portable Welders - Radiator Specialists Heaters - Gas Tanks - Farm Equipment - Electric- Gas & Heliarc Welding in Our Shop or
On The Spot. Also Auto Alternator- Generator - Starter Service.
Leland Waggoner Radiator Sliop is known throughout
this area as headquarters for radiator repair, also generator, and starter sevice as well as a complete welding
sevice. Conveniently located in Mayfield, this shop is equipped with modern faciltiles to give you better work.
They offer a guaranteed service in repairing radiators.
Only factory authorized parts are used. This shop is
equipped to give fast, dependable service on all types
of radiator service.
Get their prices first. Estimates are cheerfully furnished.
It is a satisfaction to know your work is in good hands
Service and quality have made Leland Waggoner Radiator
Shop, one of the leading repair shops. Phone them at 2474989, or drive your car,tractor or truck in. Mr. Waggoner's
experience has taken him through every phase of radiator
and welding work. When he puts an OK on a job it will be
done right.

Mayfield Livestock Market
Fulton Rd.

Phone 247-3586
MAYFIELD,KY.
Roscoe Burgess - 623-8477 - We Handle All
Types of Livestock - Auction Every Monday
at 1 p. m.-Hogs Bought Daily.
Throughout the many years that the Mayfield Livestock
Market, has been doing business, they have always been
most fair and honest in their livestock dealings and offered the farmer and stock raiser a valuable market
for purchasing and selling livestock. This company is constantly concerned with their farmer customers' welfare
and they are proud of the service they are able to offer in
the selling and buying of livestock.
Courtesy and accomodation are features of this valued
atom essential company. Farmers know they can rely on
the services they offer and know that prices are honest.
The farm and the farmer are the livestock industry, and
Mayfield Livestock Market, strives to keep that foundation
strong, not only from the standpoint of prices, but also,
they save the farmer considerable time in the buying and
selling of his livestock.
For personal attention to your livestock selling and buyof this service in
ing, we suggest you take advantage
Mayfield.

TUCKER'S REST HOME
Paducah Rd. On Hiway 45-N Phone 247-3259
MAYFIELD KY.
Georgia Tucker, Adm. - New State Approved
Class 1 - Fireproof Bldg.- Doctor on Call 24 Hour Personal Care - Recreation Facilities.
Our 16th Year.
Tucker's Rest Home located in Mayfield is dedicated
to the boarding and care of the aged and invalid. This
home is operated by Georgia Tucker, who adjusts the
price according to the needs of the patient and who puts
forth every effort to give this home a quiet, restful atmosphere, so necessary and so appreciated by elderly people.
Tucker's Rest Home offers good service and nourishing food, and accomodations for both men and women.
The very finest of equipment, large rooms that are well
furnished and an air of cheerfulness. All this adds up to
a home of excepticeal merit one that is convenient for
visitors and yet located where the surroundings are helpful.
You need have no worries about your loved ones entrusted to the care of the Tucker's Rest Home. They
are given the best of care and personal attention and
kind treatment. Visitors are always welcome, Come by
and visit us, and make a tour of our premises. They are
state licensed.

BILL'S TRUCK PARTS
North 15th Ext.
Phone 247-1874
MAYFIELD,KY.
Bill Lamb, Owner - Full Line of Tractor
Truck Parts - Truck Parts - Truck Accessories
Bill's Truck Parts, in Mayfield, has taken its place as
a leader in industry and progress of he area it serves.
We are proud to include them in
Business Review of
Mayfield.
Their years of experience, coupled with the practical
knowledge of the needs of the garage man, the truckers,
the mechanic and service station operator, has won for
them recognition from all the community.
Managed by Bill Lamb, who considers it his function
to supply these needs in trailer-truck and tractor-truck
parts, as well as a full line of truck parts and accessories,
to these outlets, they are staffed with the personnel that
is efficient and familiar with the necessary parts and they
are in a position to give you expert service.
This is a home operation and certainly deserves your
loyal support. They have the town's interest at heart and
have contributed much to the growth of Mayfield.

Farmers Livestock Co.
Lowes Road

Phone 247-1382

MAYFIELD, KY.
Joe Stewart, Mgr.
Make sure your livestock company will do the best
possible job for you by calling upon the services of Farmers
Livestock Co. in Mayfield.
There are significant differences among livestock firms,
just as there are always differences in the livestock markets.
Farmers Livestock Co. in Mayfield is one of the most
reliable and you will find real advantages in calling upon
the services of this company. When you consign livestock
to this firm, you can always depend upon getting the best
market value for your livestock.
This company has assisted materially in the growth
and expansion of this particular livestock area and have
been partially responsible for the renewed interest in livestock production in this part of the country.
For personal attention, for the best in market prices,
we suggest that you turn your livestock over to this reliable
company

Laird's Equipment Saks
Route 1,

Phone 382-2126
LYNNVILLE, KY.

3.!. Case Farm Equipment Sales & Service
It is generally conceded that no segment of our population has more benefically used mechanical assistance than
has the farmer.
Laird's Equipment Sales is proud of the number of
farmers in this area who are using J. I. Case tractors and
equipment. It is their constant aim to justify this confidence
by ever improving their implements and broadening their
service to the farmer.
Laird's Equipment Sales is always at the disposal of
the farmers in this area. Your problems are their business.
If you like Case tractors and equipment, they are happy to
hear about it. If you have any complaints they want to know
about them and remedy them. They are a service institution for the farmer. When you buy their equipment, you also
buy a share in the knowledge and experience which they
have gained in their years in business. Keep in touch with
Laird's Equipment Sales and keep abreast of the new developments in mechanical farming which will help to improve your yield and income.

Wilson's Ford Tractor
Phone 247-7408
Highway 45 North
MAYFIELD, KY.
Ford Farm Equipment - Sates - Parts- Service
For years Ford farm implements have been a recognized leader in farm machinery and implements. The name
of Ford has stood for quality machinery and this machinery
has always given satisfaction.
The line is ably represented in this area by Wilson's
Ford Tractor, which is one of the country's most modern
farm stores.
Agriculture has always been the most important industry in this community, and this company Is proud that it has
had a part of promoting the interests of its farmer friends.
The owner and manager is building his business on servire,
and expects to continue along this line.
Wilson's Ford Tractor has spent a great deal of time and
money to provide a complete Parts Department and this
saves time that would be required in sending to the factory
for parts. Their Service and Repair Department is in charge
of men thoroughly trained for this work.
When you want new farming implements or service on
your present implements, or just parts, always remember
Wilson's Ford Tractor, at Mayfield.

Mayfield Music Center
Phone 247-6492
108 East South
MAYFIELD,KY.
Wes Rudolph, Owner — Franchise Kimball
Dealer. Guitars - Amplifiers - Tapes - Records - Sheet Music Instructions - Why not
an instrument for Xmas?
The Mayfield Music Center is located on 108 E. South
and is owned and operated by Wes Rudolph, who is the
Franchise Kimball Dealer and Service Distributor. Mr. Rudolph has many years of experience in his background and
is certainly capable of serving the home, the church and the
school with the finest in instruments, service and instructions.
And speaking of service. It is a very important part of
the operation of this music store. Aside from the fine lines
of pianos, organs, they carry a complete selection of guitars,
amplifiers and one of the largest selections of sheet music
and instruction books in Western Kentucky. They stock a
large inventory of tapes for home and car and this shop is
known among the musical crowd as the "Swap Shop" in
tapes. Mr. Rudolph allows you $2.00 trade in on a new tape.
Home owners, schools, churches have been pleased with
the musical merchandise, services, instructions offered by
The Mayfield Music Center, by Mr Rudolph and his associates. They will not be undersold. See their merchandise—
get their prices first.
What could be more appropriate as a gift for Christmas
for your family and home than a Kimball. They can arrange terms and will be happy to hold the instrument of
your choice until Christmas.

EXCHANGE BANK

SMITH'S BAKERY

Phone 247-1403
103 South 7th
MAYFIELD, KY.

9th & Farthing
Phone 247-3850
HAYFIELD KY.
Robert H & John Smith, Owners & Operators
The Finest in Pastries - Specializing in
Party & Birthday Cakes.

many
Exchange Bank has ser‘ed the community for
by local ofyears with uninterrupted service. It is guided
business
ficers, with a board of directors composed of local
progress of this
men who are interested in the continued
area.
Exchange
The continued success and growth of the
and growth of
Bank is contingent upon the continued success
Bank probthe area it serves. Community problems are the
lems.
serThis bank is in a position to offer complete banking
experience.
vice financial advice based on many years of
to thoir
They guarantee the safety of any funds entrusted
care.
that
It is the aim of this bank never to grow so large
seem
the problems of their smallest depositor will fail to
important to them. They are happy to serve you.

Montgomery Ward
Phone 247-7600
Mayfield Shopping Plaza
MAYFIELD, KY.
Reid Hearn, Mgr. Don Oldham, Outside House
Representative.
Montgomery Ward & Co. stores were founded and have
and
grown on the principal of high quality merchandi
customer satisfaction. We are served in this area by the
very fine store in Mayfield, Ky. at Mayfield Shopping Plaza
Many residents of this area make Montgomery Ward
their headquarters when shopping in Mayfield. Ky. because
they enjoy the pleasant friendly service for which Montgomery Ward is famous.
They have available or can obtain, by reason of their
being a link in the vast Montgomery Ward organization, almost any item you might desire for home, car, farm or fam
ily. They have assisted materially in raising the standard
of living for American families. We are indeed fortunate
that they have seen fit to locate one of their outlets in our
shopping area. Even before the store located in Mayfield,
Ky. Montgomery Ward boasted of many mail order costomers who realized what tremendous values they had to
offer. Shop Montgomery Ward at Mayfield Shopping Plaza.

Norman Davis Tax Service
Stovall Bldg.

Phone 247-1977
MAYFIELD, KY.

Complete Bookkeeping Service & Tax Preparation — For over 30 years.
Tax bills and the bookkeeping necessary to till out tax
forms accurately are upper-most in the minds of all this
time of year. To fulfill the government obligation to the
satisfaction of federal and state inspectors requires a
thorough training and experience in this particular work.
In this we recommend Norman Davis Tait Service in Mayheld.
Norman Davis Tax Service in Mayfield is equipped not
only to fill out such forms accurately, but to see that you
gain the advantage of every clause of government rule. They
believe in paying all the tax that is honestly due, and no
more than is due. They are experts in thls field.
After the tax deadline each year they continue on
through the year with bookkeeping service for farmers,
businessmen and individuals. No work is more important
than accurate bookkepeing. It is to no avail to any American to work for a profit, only to'lose the margain of gain
through errors or lack of knowledge in bookkeeping. Why
don't you phone 247-1977 and let them help you with your
book work problems? They are located at Stovall Building.

Pierceall Electric
Paducah Road

Phone 247-5181

MAYFIELD,KY.
Ray Pierceall, Owner — Electric Motor Work
Let Pierceall Electric in Mayfield add years of satisfactory service to your motor. Any type of electric motor
work, whether it be repairing, or rewinding, demands the
skilled and professional services of a company such as
Pierceall Electric. Qualified by experience and study, he is
able to provide the highest type of work on motors of all
kinds, specializing in Motor work forbusiness and industry.
This shop is equipped with the latest in modern testing
equipment and only factory manufactured parts are used
on your motor. Electricians employed here are of the highest type and take a personal pride in every job they do. You
need have no fear that an inexperienced man will work on
your motor.
Take advantage of the wide experience of this company.
When you need motor repair work or rewinding, take your
work where they make a specialty of handling this type of
work. It pays. to deal with a reliable firm, see that your
motor rebuilding is done by experts. Phone 247-5181 first
arid get their prices.

Pearson & Campbell
Well Drilling Co.
820 Paris Road
Phone 247-1984
MAYFIELD, KY.
Residential - Farm - Commercial - Well Drilling — Water Pumps Sales & Service.
— Over 15 Years Experience —
R is more important than ever today, in the face of
water shortages, to know that when you want the services
of a well driller, you are getting one who guarantees his
services.
Pearson & Campbell Well Drilling Co. in Mayfield is a
contractor whose guarantee really means something. They
have earned this reputation through efficient service and
they intend to keep this reputation by continuing to offer
the highest type of service in all types of well drilling and
pump work.
Equipped with the very latest in well drilling equipment,
backed by the services of an experienced well driller, Mr.
Pearson and Mr. Campbell are proud of this organization
and have reason to be. This efficient service and modern
equipment, along with the courteous and friendly attitude
of all associated with the company, accounts for the long
list of satisfied customers.
We wish to suggest to our readers that when in need of
the services of a good well driller phone 247-1994 in Mayfield. Information and estimates are furnished gladly. They
accepts jobs within 100 mile radius.

Smith's Bakery, located at Mayfield is well known in
this vicinity as the home of delicious pastries. Their
pastries that please have graced many ,party tables in
the Mayfield area. They specialize in special orders covering weddings, birthday and party cakes.
Their business has grown steadily and their quality
has been continously: maintained.
Smith's Bakery is proud of their reputation as one of
the foremost Bakeries in this area and they are equally
proud to acquaint new customers with their high quality
bakery goods. They would be happy to have the opportunity
to help you with the next party celebration. Just call
247-3850, or stop by at Farthing in Mayfield, and give
them the order. They will take care of all the details.
They are well qualified to do so.

Lookofsky Sporting Goods
Phone 247-3981
MAYFIELD KY.
Trophies — Plaques — Silver For Gifts.
Equipped to do all types of engraving
Browning- Winchester - Remington - Ithaca
Guns. Browning Hunting Clothes — Boats Knives and Archery Equipment — Western
Ammunition. — Wilson & Rawlings Athletic
Equipment fun line of Wilson—Ram & Pro
Golf Equipment at Discount Prices. — Binoculars, Rifle Scopes.
Bag Boy Carts, Saf-T-Bak Hunting Clothes
bought direct from factory & sold at wholesale prices. Lookofsky Sporting Goods. 126
So. 6th Mayfield, Ky.

126 So. 6th

DRIVER MOTOR CO.
Paducah Rd.

Phone 247-3272
MAYFIELD, KY.
Chrysler - Plymouth - Sales & Service
Move Up To Chrysler

Chrysler and Plymouth offers substantially more car
than anything at their price. Reports are that they are
the finest cars Chrysler has built, ad they certainly are
the most beautiful. Go in and test drive a Chrysler or
Plymouth at Driver Motor Co. in Mayf eld.
ice or your car or truck
They also offer a complete s
and remember, no one knows y r car like a Driver Motor
Co. serviceman. Their shop s equ pped to give you a
ttorg iiuthorized parts are
complete sersifee'iintreNy
used and factory trained mechanicS are employed, to keep
your present car or truck in good running condition.
Estimates can be relied upon and are furnished on request.
Get their prices and r -npare. You ill find you can deal
with Driver Motor C. , in Mayfield, with complete confidence, whether pur,..,asing a new har or one of their
clean used cars. Financing can be arranged to your satisfaction. Pay them a visit soon and get acquainted with a
"live-wire" organization. The address is Paducah Road,
in Mayfield.

Gillum Transfer &StorageInc.
Phone 247-1833
502 South 16th
MA.YFIELD, KY.
Atlas Van Lines, Inc. - Agency Local & Long
Distance Moving. Also at 113 Washbtgton
Fulton 472-2383.
Transfer & Storage inc. Mt move you wVir
from any place in the Free World, through their Atlas Van
Lines agency.
If you have to relocate your home, remember that your
rtinver is not only engaged in rendering a diStinct
Service, but is vitally interested in facilitating and making
your 'journey as pleasant as possible under the circa":
stance,.
They pre-plan your move, take care'of your packing,
crating, advise yotr on special handling, use good equipment, experienced men, have good container facilities, and
no matter where you go, there Is always an Atlas Yap Lines
Agency nearby to give you follow-up seryice should you
need it.
They will gladly estimate your costs without ob14ation
to you.
Gillum Transfer & Storage Inc. makes every effort to
render a quality job. They will appreciate your business
We are sure they can please you.
Call 247-1833 in Mayfield or 472-2383 in Fulten.

Mid - Continent Baptist
Bookstore
512 N. 15th

Phone 2474507
MAYFIELD, KY.
Audio Visual Aids - Bibles & Religious Books
For All Ages - Church Supplies - Dictionaries
& Commentaries on the Bible - Novelties &
Greeting Cards.

The Mid-Continent Baptist Bookstore in Mayfield, Ky.,,
is fully equipped and well qualified to render every service and every supply for the church and Sunday school.
They are as interested in the small buyer as they are
in the buyer of large orders and will be happy to give you
help and advice on your needs.
Under the direction of Rev. 0, C. Markham, who is
certainly well qualified to help you with your religious
supplies, they invite any of you who have any problems in
selecting the proper supplies, to come in.
To mention a few of the items carried at their store:
Bibles, religious cards, stationery, Sunday school, record
supplies, books and background materials, and church
supplies. The clerks who wait on you are courteous and
take pleasure in helping you with your selections.
They have served this area and the surrounding towns
with these supplies for many years. Stop in on your next
trip to Mayfield. If you do not know the manager, Lindell
Hudson, stop in and get acquainted with him.
Serious planning and continuous dedication to the program of church and Sunday school is the aim of the MidContinent Baptist Bookstore.
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Color Television

Presenting...
today's most
beautiful
table model
COLOR TV

Optional mobile pedestal
bases—are authentically
designed in Contemporary,
Early American and
Mediterranean styles to blend
harmoniously with your decor
and to add beauty to your room
. . as well as bringing added
convenience. Truly exceptional
values at only $30

As innovative in styling as they are superior in
engineering, these are not just square
boxes! They are not merely functional
. . they are truly beautiful!
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Magnavox brings you Color TV with a built-in
memory! TAC keeps flesh tones natural—pictures
sharp—automatically! No more jumping up to
adjust controls—no more green or purple faces!
Magnavox TAC always remembers to give you a
perfectly-tuned picture with the right colors—on
every channel, every time! TAC—set it, forget it!
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• New Ultra-Rectangular 19" Screen—
with square corners for more viewing area
and a flat surface for clearer pictures with
less glare than ever before. *diagonal measure
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No other make today—can offer you table models that are so unique in design
and so outstanding in performance. Don't settle for less—when Magnavox offers
you so much for so little. Why not come in today and prove to yourself that a
Magnavox is, truly, your best buy—on any basis of comparison? A. Contemporary
—model 6282. B. Colonial—model 6284. C. Mediterranean styling—model 6286.
Convenient Remote Control for UHF/VHF is also available . . . only $479.50

• New Ultra-Bright Picture Tube—
gives fabulous life-like realism previously
unachieved by conventional .tubes.
•Every advanced feature—for your convenience and viewing enjoyment—including
Quick-On pictures and sound plus Chromatone for pictdre depth and richer colors.

• Dramatic styling—with
Your choice
of three
authentic styles

authentic details
and finely crafted decorative accents. You
must see them to appreciate their beauty!

See over 60 magnificent Magnavox Color TV models from only...s24990

WADE TELEVISION
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SAVINGS MAXII-SAVI

41111al

IJAMES 11 'slONSIliPECIALI
STOKELY'S

U.S CHOICE

lb.

894

GOLDEN SWEET CORN 6 for $1.00

_
lb. 89c

U. S CHOICE

lb. $1.09

LOIN CUT

PORK CHOPS
CENTER CUT

SCHOOL DAY

SIZE 3 SETVES

303 Size 0,

Cans 'T

15-oz.

PORK CHOPS
END CUT

O'SAGE

18-oz. ____ 69c

FREESTONE

PEACHES
4 For 411

29-oz.

MAGIC

AIR FRESHENER

SWEET MILK

1 Gallen _ _ _ _ $1.15

t*******************************************************
*WITH THIS COUPON**
*
31; 22-cz. GIANT SIZE
*
*
and additional $5.00 purchase
*
excluding milk & tobacco
*
products.
BOTTLES
$1.18 VALUE
i
t
ONE COUPON PER PERSON
9
C 1
*
E.W. JAMES AND SONS SOUTH
*
FULTON TNN.
*
**
*** ********

CAT FOOD

VAN CAMP

**
BAMA

KOZY KITTEN

10c

I5-oz. Can

INSTANT

BEEF STEW
'Can. 594

*** ***

ICE CREAM
Gal. 59c

CHILI With BEANS ____ 3 For $1.00

SWEET Pkgs.
BREAD 3For89Ifj ROLLS 3
OLD JUDGE

26-oz.

lb. 89c

MRS ROBERTS

ICE MILK

10c

GRADE "A" MI,DIUM

EGGS
3

BUNNY

DOZEN $
1

HUMKO

COOKING OIL

SWIFT DR TURNER'S

COFFEE

STOKELY'S

SALT
39c

8-oz.

20-oz. Loaf

KREY

JACK SPRAT

STRAWBERRY PRES. 16-oz. _ _ _ 49c
DRESSING

39c

7-oz.

PARK- LANE OR FESTIVAL

KRAFT 1110USAND ISLAND

NESTEA
3-oz. Reg. $1.15 _ _ _ _ 79c
11YDE-PARK

59c

RENUZITS

um

25c

390

ORAN12-ozGE
JUICE
.Can
ForFo
3
$I

E. W. JAMES

$1.09

lb.

SEAI SWEF 1 f RWEN

49c PORK and BEANS 15-oz. Can _ __ 10c

2 lb. box

HENS

iunn

JIFFY ONE LAYER

9-oz. 2 for

LARGE -FRESH

ii nun

2 1/2 Size Cane

CAKE MIX

21b. pkg.

VELVEETA

CHEESE

47c

4 roll pack

SPRAY SIZING 20-oz.

SHOW BAT

FIG BARS

PEANUT BUTTER

lb. 59c
lb. 29c
lb. 29c
lb. 29c
lb. 29c
lb. 29c

SLICED BACON
lb. 69c

FIRESIDE

PETER PAN

TISSUE

lb. 59c

REELFOOT

PORK CHOPS
lb. 59

SWEET PEAS

FRANKS

SLAB BACON
PORK NECK BONES
Lb- 69c PIG FEET
Lb. 89c PORK MELTS
HOG MAWS
lb. 79c PIG TAILS

PORK RIBS _

10c

lb. 59c

_ _ Lb. 67c

COUNTRY STYLE

6 1/2-oz.

CAT FOOD

VI SKING HAMS
'117 990

WHOLE OR HALF SLAB

LOIN SLICED _ _

TABBY

REELFOOT

CHARMIN

PORK RIBS
REELFOOT LITTLE CHIEFS

PORK QUARTER

APPL303ESAU
CE
Size
$.1
15°z 5

lb.

FRESH MEATY LEAN

RIB STEAK
CLUB STEAK _ _ _

STOKELY'S

FRYERS
27t

WHOLE

U. S CHOICE

17 oz.

SAVE

U.S. GO1PI;RNMENT INSPECTED

TOMA20FTO!!zorBottlesi
CATS
UP
SIRLOIN STEAK
3
HART'S
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69c

38-oz.

1/2 Gallon 45c

TOMATO SAUCE
5 FLOUR
8 CANS $1 BANANAS Lk lOc BEANS
rag 39
23
CAULIFLOWER 39c CORN 6EARs 59c
POPCORN
99
ar7-Ai COFFEE
PL
W
JA
ME
S
SONS
49(
)
4
, x
MISS AMERICA

VANILLA WAFERS
GOLDEN RIPE

8-oz. Can

1 lb. 29c

SWEET PICKLES

32-oz.

59c

FRUITS and VEGETABLES
HOME GROWN GREEN

lb.

FLOUR

HYDE PARK

DRINKS

16-oz

10c

SNOWY WHITE HEADS

HEAD

U.S. NO. I SWEET YELLOW

COFFEE MATE

CREAMER

I6-oz.

Sc

GEE • GEE

COUPON

COFFEE CRYSTALS
INSTANT FOLGER'S

LB. BAG

We Accept U. S. Government
FOOD STAMPS

"IVISUPAXIIERI-BSAMARVINGIETsd,f.
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SAVE 50 c WHIN YOU ROY A
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FOOD STAMPS

